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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent scholarship has emphasized the importance of student
effort and involvement in their academic and cocurricular
activities as the decisive elements in promoting positive col-
lege outcomes. As colleges have struggled to extend oppor
tunities, an accompanying expectation for students to assume
responsibility for their own education often has been lacking.
Institutions must work to create a climate in which all students
feel welcome and able to fully participate. It is equally Impor-
tant to nurture an ethic that demands student commitment
and promotes student responsibility. Students can contribute
to their own learning and ,o the development of a campus
climate in which all can grow and learn.

What Is Student Resyility?
Colleges are learning communities, and individuals accepted
into these communities have the privileges and responsi-
bilities of membership. If we are to communicate our expec,
tations, we must offer a set of standards and examples that
moves our discussion from generality to practice. Robert Pace
has offered such a set of standards and has embedded them

College Student Experience Questionnaire (CSEQ).
The CSEQ is based on the proposition that all learning and

development requires an investment of time and effort by
the swdent. At the heart of tire. CSEQ is a set of scales which
defines the dimensions of student responsibility. These scales
are called "Quality of Effort" scales in that they assess the
degree to which students are extending themselves in their
college activities. The domains include the use of classrooms,
libraries, residence halls, student unions, athletic facilities,
laboratories, and studios and galleries. The social dimension
Is reflected in scales that tap contacts with faculty, informal
swdent friendships, clubs and organizations, and student con-
versations. Pace's work gives the academic community a map
of the terrain of student responsibility and suggests concrete
activities that contribute directly to student growth and learning.

Why Is Student Responsibility Important?
First, student responsibility is the key to all development and
learning. Research has demonstrated that college outcomes
are tied to the effort that students put into their work and
the degree to which they are involved with their studies and
campus W. Second. irresponsible students diminish our col
lective academic life. Within an individual classroom, the

Turning Tighbing into learning
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behavior of even a few highly irresponsible students or. worse.
a large number of passive, disaffected students can drag a
class down to its lowest common denominator. For an insti,
tution, the erosion of an academic ethos can lead to a culture
that is stagnant, divisive, and anti-intellectual.

Third. the habits of responsible civic and personal life are
sharpened and refined in college. Will employers, interna-
tional economic competitors, or future history itself be tol-
erant of students who fail to develop sufficient self-control
and initiative to study for tests or participate in academic life?
Finally, if colleges are to reclaim the public trust, they must
learn not to make promises that cannot he kept. Colleges
have responsibilities to students and society. Yet, 0)lleges
are not so/e/y responsible for the outcomes of their students.
A clear acknowledgment of the mutual obligations of all
members of the academic community is a prerequisite to
restoring the academy's balance and clarity of purpose.

What Are the Foundations of Student Responsibility?
Professors Pace, Tinto, Pascarella, and Astin have offered
explicit theories about how colleges can promote student
learning and growth. Despite different uses of terms, these
approaches have much in common. First, each theorist rec
ognizes that the student's background plays a role in shaping
college outcomes.. This role is largely indirect and is mod-
erated by the college environment ail a student's interactions
with faculty and peers. Second. each theorist sees the campus
environment exerting an enabling effect on college outcomes.
List, all emphasize the importance of a partnership between
the college and the student. Colleges alone cannot "produce"
student learning. Colleges provide opportunities for inter-
action and involvement and establish a climate conducive
to responsible participation. Each approach reflects the cen-
trality of what we call student responsibility.

The body of research derived from the work of these the-
orists represents one of the strongest and most spstained
accounts of what it takes to succeed in college. The review
indicates that the effects of initial group differences on college
outcomes are relatively slight and largely mediated by the
manner in which the student engages the college everience.
Generally, college students appear more alike than different.
The college context has two elements: I) the structural fea
tures of the organization and 21 the climate or "ethos.

it'
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Structural features that tend to isolate students and promote
an ethos of anonymity produce poor college outcomes. Col-
lege climates characterized by a strong sense of direction and
which build student involvement tend to promote favorable
outcomes by promoting student-faculty and student-peer rela-

tions, as well as establishing an expectation that students will

behave responsibly. Finally, the decisive single factor in affect-

ing college outcomes is the degree to which students are
integrated into the life of the campus, interact with faculty
and peers, and are involved in their studies.

How Can We Encourage Responsible Student Behavior?
Institutional policies and practices must be oriented toward
developing a climate in which students' responsibility and
active participation in their own collegiate experience are
promoted. Policies that stress the importance of student
achievement and in-class and cocurricular challengc and sup-
port are essential for student growth. The institutional culture
clearly must convey the institution's purpose in an unam-
biguous manner. and the ethos of the campus must he one
in which students believe they are members of a larger com-
munity. As student culture serves as a filter for students enter-
ing college, care must be taken to ensure that students who

are prepared inadequately understand the nature of college
life and what is expected to attain satisfactory academic and
developmental gains.

Small-scale, human environments must be built in which
students and faculty collectively can engage in the process
of teaching and learning. As learning is the process through
which developn lent occurs, it is crucial for students to he
actively engaged in the classroom. Course activities are the
vehicle through which students mav become more fully
engaged with academic material. The literature clearly indi-

cates that the quality of effort that a student expends in inter-
actions with peers and tliculty is the single most important
determinate in college outcomes.

This report concludes with a call for a new relationship
between our institutions of higher learning and our students.
A genuine shared purpose among al i members of the higher
education community can he created by recoupling individual
rights with a sense of personal and social responsibility
around issues of teaching and learning. The work of Pace
is a go d place at which to begin thinking abc Alt the renewal

Turning leaching into Learning
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of our intellectual community. As Pace reminds us, all learning
is the mutual responsibility of students, faculty, and admin-
istrators. Student responsibility doesn't just happen. We must
expect it, foster it, and nurture it.
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FOREWORD

During the past several years, the ASHEERIC Higher Educa

tion Report Series has published a number of reports focusing
on teaching skills. Active Learning: Creating Evcitement in
the Classroom (Bonwell and Eison 1991) discusses how_to

increase teaching effectiveness and knowledge retentkin by
actively involving students in such higher-order skills as analy

sis, synthesis, and evaluation. Critical Thinking: Theory.

Research, Practice, and Possibilities (Kurfiss 1988) analyzes

the three perspectives dominating the current literature on
critical thinking: argumentative skills, cognitive processes.
and intellectual development. Learning Sty les: Implications
for Improving Educational Practices (Claxton and Murrell

1987) examines how recognizing different learning styles

based on personality, information processing, and social inter

action can help instructors promote more effective learning..
Cooperative Learning Increasing College hiculty Instructicmal
Productivity gohnson. Johnson, and Smith 19911 reviews the
results of higher achievement, more positive relationships.
and healthier psychological adjustments that learning coop
eratively produces in contrast to the more traditional model

of individualistic experiences.
What is a common underlying theme in those publica

tionsmore specifically addressed in this report is that the
learning process is dependent on students taking respiumi,

Nifty for using the information they are presented. l'nder the
more traditional mode of teachingthe lecturefaculty pre
sent an organized set of information and the students record
it in a way in which they can relate it to other information.
As one faculty member put it to a class. "My job is to talk and

your job is to listen. Let's'Aope that we complete our jobs at

the same time.-
The lecture method is still the most popular form of teach

ing. Faculty like it for several reasons. First. it is the technique
they have seen used most often by their (Mil teachers. and
therefore it is the easi:!st to model. Second. it gives faculty

a sense of control --they know that students have had 3
chance tt, be exposed to a minimum body of important
knowledge because the instructors personally have included
the information in their lectures. And third. it gives the faculty
members peace of mind, because they know that once the
knowledge has been integrated huo their lecture material.

they have done their ji Al and are no Iiinger responsible tiw
the learning outcome. If the resuhs arc juior. it is because "the

Turning kadring into learning
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student is not capable of doing the work." This method is pas-
sive in student involvement, reactive in learning responses,
and, for the professor, free of responsibility for student learn-
ing outcomes.

What the recent research on student learning has concluded
is that the more students are actively involved in the learning
process and take personal responsibility for their learning out-
comes, the greater are the learning results. This report, co-
authored by Todd, M. Davis, associate professor in the Higher
Education Administration Program at the University of North
Texas and director of research at the Institute of International
Education in New York, and Patricia Hillman Murrell, director
of the Center for the Study of Higher Education and professor
in the Department of Leadership at the University of Mem Ohis,
examines the literature on student responsibility. Specific
issues such as quality of effort, student background, and col-
lege environment all influence college outcomes. In the final
section, the authors reflect on the implications of student

. responsibility for inquiry and practice.
The more individuals accept personal responsibility for the

outcomes of their actions, the more likely they are to achieve
those outcomes. The collegiate experience is one of nurturing
and training. It is not expected that swdents automatically
will possess certain skills; most of the time these skills must
be developed. The better that faculty accept their responsi-
bility to help instill in their students a sense of ownership
in the learning process, the greater will be the long-term
impact of the academic experiences of the students. This
report will help to establish a rationale and procedures to
ensure the success of this partnership of turning students into
learners.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor of Higher Education Administration,
and Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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INTRODUCTION TO STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

Everl,body is obliged to he responsihk,.
Charles Dickens

I believe that every right implies a responsibility: el.ety oppor-
tunity an obligation: every possession, a duty
John D. Rockefeller Jr.

John strolled into class and expressed surprise when he
realized we were having a test. I reminded him that the test
date was on the syllabus. "Oh," John whined, "I lost the syl-
labus. Can I take a makeup next week?"

"I'm sick and tired of this apathy," says a professor as he
walks hack to his office and slumps in a chair. "How do. I
teach a seminar class when no one bothers to read any of the
assigned articles?"

"Students expect to he spoon fed,- moans a chemistry pro-
fessor: "I spend the bulk of lab time explaining simple exper
imental procedures that they should have read themsels es.
Then they get frustrated when they can't finish the experiment
on time.-

The stories are familiar:They have been told many times in
various versions in college halls and faculty offices around
the world: stories of students' lack of involvement with their
studies, stories that faculty tell of their frustration with stu
dents failure to realize that learning in college does not come
about by merely showing up in class. Students only take from
their experiences what they put into them.

incidents of student irresponsibility indeed are so common
that many in the academy, especially less-experienced fa('ulty,
regard these situations as facts of academic life. In tr i, the
vignettes reflect an ethical lapse that constitutes a serious bar
der for individual students and for the intellectual lire of the
academy. Whether due to the student's developmental stage,
lack of cultural preparedness, or even a societally sanctkined
celebration of indolence, these attitudes contribute to a cor
rosive atmosphere in the classroom and on campus. This state
of affairs progressively undermines the inc)st fundamental
goals of an academy: to nurture individual development, fos
ter a sense of civic responsibility, and promote learning
among students. The challenges for collegiate educators are
to understand how institutional efforts interact with student

This state of
affairs
progressively
undermines
the most
fundamental
goals of an
academy.

Diming; kadiing into Learning
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responsibility: to craft policy: and develop instructional
responses which promote students' involvement in their edu-
cation. A student's collegiate gains do not flow exclusively
from institutic mai efforts. We must affirm the role of student
accOuntability for their own academic progress and the impor-
tance of student responsibility to make the most of the college
experience.

A college education in the L'nited States is seen as the ticket
to upward mobility and professional life. As our two-year and
fimr-year colleges and universities extended this opportunity
to all comers to live the American dream. they-also faced an
unprecedented challenge. The college experience no longer
is the prerogative of traditional-aged. bright students. It now
also encompasses mintraditi(mal populations. Many of these
first generation college students are unaware of the expec
tations of college Ii Ic or have significant extracurricular
demands.

(:learly. it is necessary for an institution to create a climate
in which all students, especially those new to the academy.
feel welcome and able to fully participate. Beyond this. it is
equally important to nurture an ethic that demands student
commitment and prom(nes student responsibility. Students
should be more than passive transients through an institution.
They must become active, responsible. and empowered par-
ticipants in their own learning and development.

As colleges have struggled to extend opportunities, an
accompanying expectatkm tOr students to assume respon-
sibilitv for their (iwn education often has been lacking. Some
have characterized the tendency tOr an institution to add ser
vices.and lower expectations as contributing to a campuswide
"culture of dependency- ( Friedlander, Murrell. and McDougal
1993 ). In this climate, students expect institutions to do more
and more. while their own responsibility for participation
beomies less and less. By pronuning an ethic of student
responsibility as a crucial component in the relational expe
rience or learning, institutkms can w(irk t()ward devel(iping
policies that pronune a sense of (bligation. Students. faculty,
and oillege administrators also can contribute to the devel
opnlent 1 it :I campus climate in which all can grow and learn.

Defining Student Responsibility
Colleges are learning onnmunities. Individuals who are
accepted into these bodies have the rights and privileges of

19
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membership. They also incur responsibilities. Responsibility

is defined as a duty or obligation by the American Heritage
Dictionary. The first definition of responsible is the ethical
accountability of an individual for the care or welfare of oth-

ers. The second definition involves personal accountability
or the ability to act without superior guidance. While there
is a legal dimension to the concept oi responsibility, this

report is concerned with the moral dimension. The examples
of irresponsible student behavior cited at the beginning of
this section reminci us that the moral (obligatory) values of
responsibility do not carry the sanctions of law. The obliga-

tions of a student are specific to the collegiate context.
The dictionary definition of responsibill!7 implies that the

obligations we incur as students are for self and others in our
association. The concept of student responsibility is not a dry

or lifeless topic: It is a concept that is central to the way we,

as individuals and collectively, shape our lives. How we order

our own lives is directly connected to our disordered public
life.

Robert Bellah, in his provocative book Habits of the Heart,

says,

. . . public life is built upon the practices of commitment
that shape character. These practices establish a web of inter-
connection by creating trust, joining people to families,
frienc4c, communities, and churches, and making each other

aware of his reliance on the laTer society. They form those
habits of the heart that are the matrix of a moral ecology,
the connecting tissue of the body politic (Bellah et al. 1985).

According to Bellah, we find ourselves only when we develop
moral relationships with others and in the process contribute

to the maintenance of a vital- publiy life. The Association of
American Colleges report of the 'Usk Group on General Edu-

cation suggests that the core programs of our colleges and
universities must "consider the meaning and value of our
common life and responsibility to each other as human

beings."
Student responsibilit is an essential ingredient for student

development. A student who is open to the experiences that
college offers is r ing to begin the process of reconstructing

a world vision ths.c is complex and based on inner-directed
sensibilities rather than external authority. Ultimately, respon

Maching into Learning
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sible involvement in college will promote the formation of
habits that become the foundation for participation in civic
life. This issue of responsibility has important implications
well bey( ind an individual's college years. Our way of know-
ing our epistemologybecomes our way of being, and hab-
its developed in college have a way of showing up in later
life (Palmer 198). Thus, the development of an ethic of
responsibility has powerful implications fbr the workplace
and the larger community, where collaboration is valued and
the common good is paramount. Witi le we may agree on the
importar.ce of devek >ping an ethic of student responsibility,
there are difficulties applying this concept to the real world
of college life.

There are two basic difficulties with our Consideration and
application of student responsibility: accountability and spe-
cificity. Let's first consider accountability. Accountability
implies that individuals are responsible when their conduct
fails to meet an accepted standard. Two synonyms for revon-
sible are "answerable" and "accountable." When a moral obli-
gation is incurred, one is answerable to some other authority.
Failure to meet the expectation is subject to review and appro-
priate action: to be subject to such a review, an individual
must be held acc()untable. But what exactly is the standard?

Thomas Lickona reminds us that responsibility and respect
are the two great moral values that jointly constitute the basis
for ethical life ( 19) 1 ). Respect emphasizes the proscriptive
and points us toward the "thou shall not's" of life. Respon-
sibility emphasizes the prescriptive: the "do unto others" and
the "love thy neighbor- dimensions of ethical life.

In prescribing student behavior, we are able to be quite
specific. The injunction that "students will not throw spithalls
in class" is easily communicated and understood. Conversely,
the call for students t(i participate in class doesn't tell the stu-
dent whether we mean attending class, active note taking,
keeping up with class reading. participating in class discus-
sion, or all of the alxive and then some. Likewise, being pre.
pared I( w class may entail bringing the appropriate materials,
reviewing assigned readings and n( AC'S. studyinl; with others,
etc.

While some would say, "Why, it's obvious what 'being pre-
pared for class means.' we have difficulty delineating and

immunicating precisely what is meant by responsible sw
dent behavior. 110 v, then. can a student he held acc(nintable?

21
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To what standard or set of standards is a student answerable?
While a complete enumeration of responsible student behav-
ior in all areas of collegiate life is not possible or even desir-
able. we can define the broad areas of student life in which
responsible behavior is expected and provide a set of exam-
pks that will move our discussion from the realm of theory
to the workl of practice In the next section we shall discuss
the contributions of Rob.rt Pace. Who has done precisely this.

C. Robert Pace and Student Responsibility
Robert Pace is a man with common sense. He is one of the
most respected and highly acclaimed scholars in the field of
higher educatIon and has focused his efforts on linking theory
and practice. DurMg the past IS years, his principal energies
have been directed toward the development and use of an
instrument designed to assess the quality of effort that stu-
dents put into their collegiate experience (Pace 1984. 1987,
1990). The College Student Experience Questkmnaire (CSEQ)
is rooted in the obvk RN proposition that all learning and
development requires an investment of time and effort by
the student. Pace is fond of pointing out that when students
are asked if they agree with the statement, "If students expect
to benefit from what this college or university has to offer,
they have to take the initiative." more than 95 percent agree
(Pace 1982 ).

\\bile students recognize their role in the educational pro-
cess. Pace argues that our colleges and governing boards have
lost sight of this commonsense fact. As he plainly notes:

Much of the current rhetoric about institutional account-
abaft) and consumerism in higher education is one-sided.
If students don't graduate, the institution is accountable
If students don't Ickini. teacho: is accountable. If tbe
graduates don't get good job, the institution is to blame
(198-i. p.

Learning in college is a jc)int proposition. Students are
accctuntable responsible tOr involving themselves in their
class work, taking advantage of the opportunities and re
sources provided by the college and the faculty, and carrying
their studies into their lives and relationships. liltimately, stu-
dents must transfmm their educational experiences by making
these experiences part of their way of being and using what
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they learn. Colleges are accountable, and so are faculty. They
are accountable for providing first rate resources and facilities.
They are responsible for designing curriculum that is up-to-
date and relevant. The . are responsible for teaching students
in a way that enables them to link their studies with their lives
and for making instruction accessible to studems.

The CSEQ is used by higher education institutions con
cerned about the mutual responsibility of students, faculty,
and administrators in attaining college outcomes. As we will
use the CSEQ to delineate areas of student responsibility, let
us review some of its basics. At the heart of the CSEQ is a set
Gf scales that describe important categories of college expe-
riences. We take these categories to define important dimen-
sions of student responsibility. The CSEQ provides a way to
articulate the specific behaviors that are inherent in respon
sible student in\ olvement in college fife. It is particularly
helpful because it sends a message to all interested campus
constituencies that the ctillege experience is a c(iherent whole
that requires a facilitative climate and student effort. These
scales are called "Quality of Effort- scales in that they assess
the degre:: to which students are extending themselves in
their college activities.

The content of the Quality of Effiwt scales is derived fr.( wn
two basic propositions. First, the scales. or content domains,
tap the effort that students put into using the colleges re
sources and facilities and the effort they expend in developing
contacts in a variety of collegiate relationships. Pace believed
that the most important factors in accounting fOr student
growth were those found on the college campus. especially
the physical and human resources and opportunities available
on the campus. Thus, the areas in which students might
expend effort would be those connected with campus facil-
ities and interpersonal interactions. Seci mnd. the activities that
are included in the scales are directly observable and based
in behavior. grounding the Quality of FA wt scales in obser-
vables, students have an opportunity to objectively charac
terize their own behavi(w.

Of the Qua ty of Effort scales, seven are concerned with
use of facilities al d seven with the investment of effmt in per
sonal and s cial i :lationships. The domains ()I. scales include
the use of classrooms, libraries. resklence halls. student
unit ms, athletic tadlities. lak watories. and studi( is and gal
leries. The social dimension is reflected in scales which tap
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«waacts ah tat ult\ informal student friendships, clubs and
organwati, ins and student c onersations The items that
defins2 each st_ale ale trtpressed in I-what ioraf terms, and stu
dents are asked to indRate how often they hme engaged in
a particular activity during the academic year by marking
-never.- -occasionally.- -often." or -verv often.:' Scale items
are arranged in a sequencefrom those that reflect relatively
inodest w c(immon forms of effort to those that require a con
siderable display of initiative. Appendix I presents the struc
ture of the Quality of Effort scales in some detail. It may be
useful to refer to this appendix at different points throughout
this rep >rt to clar4 the scope of the scales.

Student responsibility implies that students can he held
accotinuhle fi w the quality of their actions. The effort that Stu .
dents put forth in making the most of the opportunities avail-
able defines the extent to which they are behaving 'as respon-
sible students. The Ii scales give the academic community
a map of the moral terrain of student responsibility. The indi-
vidual items provide concrete examples of the types of
responsible use of facilities and social engagement that are
essential fOr student grtiwth and learning.

Why Is Student Responsibility Important?
There are stnne questions whose answers may initially seem
ob ious yet, upon reflection, have deeper implications. This
is one of those questions. We have described the concept of
student responsibility and have suggested its importance.
There are four basic reasons why this topic must be addressed
by ih()se concerned with higher education.

First, student r...sponsibility is the key to student develop-
ment and learning. During the last 20 years, research on stu
dent outcomes has unanthiguously demonstrated that college
outcomes are tied to the effort that students put into their
w(wk and the degree to which they are involved in their stu-
dies and campus life. Can the virtue of responsibility be
taught? Socrates said that it can only lie taught by example.
If we acknow ledge this truth, then our colleges have an
emended ( bligatk in to craft policies that actively promote
student effi wt. Faculty have an obligation to teach in a manner
that pn Aides opportunities for students to involve themselves
in their studies and extend that learning into their lives.

set (Ind, irresponsible students diminish our collective aca
demi( life. Such students hurt themselves and other members
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of the academic community. A campus community depends
on the active participation of all members. The irresponsible
behavior of a few students can weaken the fabric that has
brought students and faculty together. Within an individual
classroom, the behavior of even a few highly irresponsible
students or, worse, a large number of passive, disaffected stu-
dents can drag a class down to its lowest common denom-
inator. For an'institution, the erosion of an academic ethos
can lead to the development of a culture that is stagnant, div-
isive, and anti-intellectual.

Third, the habits of responsible civic and personal life are
sharpened and refined in college. One of the goals of higher
education in a dermx:racy is to prepare students for partic-
ipation in that democratic society. As membership in society
confers both rights and responsibilities on its members, so
must it be in a college society. If our colleges are to fulfill
this important purpose, they must nurture a climate in which
students are active participants in their college education. Will
employers, international economic competitors, or future his-
tory itself be tolerant of students who fail to develop sufficient
self-control initiative to study for tests or participate in
academic life?

Finally, student responsibility has implicatiims for public
policy toward higher education. If colleges are to reclaim the
public trust, they must learn not to make promises that cannot
be kept. Colleges have responsibilities to students and to soci-
ety, yet colleges are not solely responsible for the outcomes
of their students. If students are unwilling to do their part,
then outcomes will be less than satisfactory. Individuals who
are unprepared to accept their responsibilities as students and
who have demonstrated such should not expect to complete
their course of studies. A discussion of the mutual obligations
of all members of the academic community is a prerequisite
to restoring the academy's balance and clarity of purpose.
We began this section with three vignettes which suggested
the importance of student responsibility. We conclude with
a brief extract from a capstone examination of a graduating
college senior who emphasizes the importance of student
accountability.

I am ultimately roponsible for nbat happened to me in col-
lege. I bad to decide ubetber to ,qet up and ,qo to clam and
do the readings, or just blow it off I hay learned whde I
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have been here that-I must make the decision to take advan-
tage of opportunities offered to me. Ibu know, sometimes
it isn't ear; to say thaovu hatv to study or go to Ow librag,
hut if you don't then ym suffer the consegiwnces. It was
my job to get the most out of no. classes, even A. boriiN
ones/ Teachers cannot do everything for you, .i.ou hat.e to
do the readiw and tiy to make sense of them yourself
(Author's files).

This student's reflections on what it means to go through col
lege reminds us that the challenge for leadership is to under
stand the dynamics by which institutional efforts can build
student responsibility and to develop policies that promote
students' involvement in their own education. We must nur-
ture an ethic of responsibility and acknowledge students as
equal partners in the relational experience of learning. The
students' contribution to their own college experience and
that of their peers must become more than a tuition check
and an intermittent presence in the classroom. In the follow-
ing sections we will examine in detail the research that under-
lies the role of student responsibility in promoting positiVe
collegiate outcomes.

'tinning-leaching Into Learning
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RESPONSIBILITY: Robert Pace's Contribution

Fre,-.). reform was once a pill 'ate opinion.
Ralph \Xli Ido Emerson

Quality of Effort
If you were to give one piece of advice to a student who was
about to enter college, what would it be flow' can a student
get the most (nit of the college Nvars?

Robert Pace w(mld advise the student that learning and
development require an investment of time and effort ( 1982).
For students to succeed in college. th,:y must take advantage
of all that the college has to offer. This includes utilizing the
physical facilities such as science labs, the student union, and
the athletic and fine arts areas.

Colleges offer a rich variety of intellectual opportunities.
Thus, finding success in college means taking advantage of
the social and academic enrichment that .comes through infor
mal interactions with faculty and peers. in and (kit of class.
A student's peer relations can, for manv. define the college
experience. While faculty members can serve as academic
helmsmen, the collective energy of all students at the oars
actually moves the boat through the water.

Pace defines the investment of time and effort in a college
student's studies as "quality of effi ( 19821. For him, fre
quencv of activity and consistency of effiwt are crucially impor-
tam. To fully take advantage of the library, a student must visit
the building and utilize its resources with regularity through
)ut the silk )ol year. In additk in, students should use athletic

facilities and participate in and attend cultural events spon
sored by the institution. 'fi) ha\ e a meaninglid interaction with
fitcultv, showing up is half of success. Academically, a student
who never (ir rarely appnraches a professor about issues (
assignments simply is not taking resp(msibility puttinA
in the time necessary to make the most of the college
experience.

If sh(Aving up is half of success, the other half is putting
effort into the activity. It is a relatively small matter to show
up for class regularly but still an( ither to take notes diligently
and participate. It is yet another matter to complete additkinal
readings on class topics and apply them in ()ther classes or
al work. It is relatively easy to look up a word'hi a dictionary,
yet it takes a good deal na ire u) revise a paper two or
three times to incolporate the ideas behind the word. The
difference between the two is the difference in student effort.

MEM.
1Thik faculty
members can
serve as
academic
helmsmen,
the collective
energy, of all
students at the
oars actually
moves the boat
through the
water.
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Student responsibility means quality of effort, and respon-
sible student behavior is defined by the amount Gf time a stu-
dent devotes to high-quality encounters with faculty and peers
in and out of class. Amid the currenremphasis on account
ability and quality. Pace offers a clear-eyed and uncompro-
mising statement of student responsibility:

Colleges are, of course accountable for a lot of things. . . .

But surely the students are also accountable for the amount,
scoN and quality, of effort tho, imest in their own learning
and det.elopment (1984, p. 6).

The College Environment

Just as students may he held accountable for their active par-
ticipation in college life, institutions also have obligations and
should he held accountable. As Pace observes, when consid-
ering student outcomes one must attend to what the insti-
tution oilers and what the students do with those offerings.
It is unreasonable to expect strong student effort in areas in
which the college does not 'provide appropriate resources.
A student can't be expected to develop proficiencies with
computers if the college does not provide access to computer
equipment and opportunities for high-quality participadon
with these tools. However, beyond this obvious and important
reality lies Pace's 32-year interest in what we now call campus
culture or ethos.

Pace recognized the central role the campus environment
plays in shaping student effort. A college is responsible for
creating a climate that enahlcs students to involve themselves
responsibly in college life. In practice this means a clearly
articulated and widely understood mission, communicated
expectations as seen in rules and policies, a faculty reward
structure congruent with stated institutional goals, strong pro-
grams and good human relations. In short, the college envi-
ronment is the sum of its perceived atmosphere (1979).

Pace's recognition of the importance of the collegiate envi-
ronment found expression in his development, with George
Stern, of the College Characteristics Index, or CCI (1958). The
CCI is a measure of the "press" of a college, which Stern
( 19-'0 ) describes as the private view of a situation. Collec-
tively, these mutually shared or consensual presses may be
taken as a description of an environment.

en years later. Pace's thinking was influenced by the work
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of Rudolph Moos, who has made extensive and varied studies
of a wide variety of environments including college settings
(1979). Pace notes that Moos characterized the social climate
with three factors: the various goals of the organization; inter-
personal relations, especially the degree )f.emotional support;
and the nature of the organization's control or management
system, including the relative rigidity and bureaucratization
(1984).

When Pace writes about the campus environment or ethos,
his thinking reflects the melding of his work with Stem and
the contribution of Moos. To Pace, the press of the college
environment consists of a variety of possible emphases. These
include academic, artistic, analytic, occupational, and personal
relevance emphases. Further, a student's interpersonal rela-
tiOnships in college, including those with peers, faculty, and
the administration, may be either considerate and supporting
or impersonal, remote, and alienated. These twin aspects of
the environment, the.emphasis and nature of relationships,
define, in part, a college's obligations.

Colleges do have a responsibility to clearly articulate their
mission. The mission must permeate all aspects of the way
the organization deals with its internal and external audiences.
The institution has the responsibility to make its facilities
comfortable and inviting places. Professors, too, must convey
an attitude of approachability, openness:and hospitality inside
their classrooms as well as outside. College administrations
have a responsibility to create and develop the circumstances
in which students and faculty may behave in a facilitative man-
ner with one another. A college administration that fails to
create a climate in which teaching and learning can occur
optimally has failed its students as badly as if it failed to fund
the library.

Student Background
When college students set foot on campus for the first time,
they bring with them more than new notebooks and pens.
They bring a constellation of differences that increasingly
define a pluralistic society. Differences in students' back-
grounds help to describe what Pascarella and Terenzini term
the conditional effects of college (1991). They are of primary
interest to those who wish to study the effect of,college on
students to determine how the interaction of student behavior
and collegiate programs affects learning.

Thrning Thaching into Learning 1.3
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In practice. for a college teacher or administrator, a sw
dent's behavior, aptitude, motivation, and learning style are
far more important than personal background. As Pace clearly
says, "It is possible, although not very probable, that the qual-
ity of effort is determined by the chromosomes . . (1984,
p. 16). From Pace's view, the message is clear and hopeful.
It is not what students bring to campus that is important
rather, it is what they do while they are there that counts.
Pace's concern is with "what students do in college, and what
conditions in college influence what they do and what they
achieve (1984. p. 16 ).

College Outcomes
What do students learn at college and to what extent can we
attribute student outconws to aspects of the collegiate ave.'
rience?This seemingly simple question has, over the past half
century or so. led to a remarkable stream of scholarship. It
has been the subject of six major reviews, including the land-
mark review by Feldman and Newcomb (1969), a brace of
sweeping analyses by Astin ( 19'1: 1993). a retrospective
review by Lenning et al. (19.1-4). a focused review by Pace
( 19-9 ), and, finally, the work of Pascarella and Terenzini
( 1991).

It is sufficient at this point to note that college outcomes
include more than narrow measures of classroom learning;
we will not attempt a comprehensive summary of what con-
stitutes appropriate indicators of college outcomes. The lit-
erature simply is too vast fiw our puiposes. Indeed, vocal con-
tributors to the outcomes-assessment movement have been
wrestling with these issues for the hst 10 years. A broad net
of college outcomes recognized by Pace includes personal
and social development; gains in general education; cognitive
and intellectual outcomes; gains in understanding science
and technology; and vocational and career outcomes (1984 ).
These implicitly acknowledge the importance of stiident
development outcomes as well as moi'e conventional aca-
demic outcomes. Further. the inclusion of vocational and
career gains implies that college outcomes might properly
he studied over time.

Summary
Pace's theory ahout what leads to success in college is straight
forward. College outcomes depend on responsible student
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behavior. The environment or ethos either may encourage
or discourage a student's active participation. While Pace rec-
ognizes that students bring to college a diverse set of expe-
riences related to gender, race, and family background, he
argues that what students do ubile they are enrolled is more
important in affecting student development. The extent to
which environment determines outcomes iS minimized. The
principal contribution to student growth is the extent to which
students capitalize on what the college has to offer.

Pace has called his model one of "CoPege Impress." He
specifically chose the word "impress" because it connotes
a softer impression of the effect of college on students than
the term word "impact," Impact implies a powerful and irre-
sistible force, while impress connotes a gentler impression
such as a baker might leave on a loaf of bread. The College
Impress model suggests that the combined influences of the
college environment as perceived by the student and the
effort expended by the student lead to student development.
It is what the swdent does in collegerather than the college
itselfwhi,h is respor: .ible for student gains.

hip lung leaching min [earning
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THEORIES OF STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

No theory is good except on condition that one uses it to go
beyond
Andre Gide

Knowing about theories and theorists is essential if we are
to understand student growth and how and why student
responsibility must be nurtured. Thomas Kuhn, a philosopher
of science, has described the process by which fields of study
develop and how, through them, our understanding of the
world matures (1970). Initially, descriptions or natural his-
tories of a phenomenon are made. Later, linkages between
these descriptive observations are found and theories devel-
oped to account for what is observed as well as to guide
future research. Over time, difficulties with initial theories
accumulate and, ultimately, a large-scale paradigm shift or
change in perspective occurs. While there were multi-
institutional studies, the first part of this century was dom-
inated by practitioner-based, single-institution studies that
lacked integrative theory.

In 1969, Arthur Chickering, writing about higher education
studies, observed that "few theories have been framed, few
hypotheses tested. Thus, though much useful knowledge has
been generated, it remains in unintegrated form" (1969, p.
4). During the next 15 years, about 20 theories, most derived
from the field of psychology, were advanced (Terenzini 1987).
These theories can be divided into two broad types: devel-
opmental theories and cohege impact theories (Stage 1987;
Pascarella and Terenzini 1991).

The developmental theories emphasize the intrapsychic
processes which lead to student development and generally
contain elaborated descriptions of the sequences or levels
of change that a student encounters. The college impact the-
ories, on the other hand, stress the importance of the inter
action between individual behavior and environmental
presses and emphasize the influences on student change
which come from outside of the individual. While Pace spe.
cifically avoided characterizing his theory as one of college
impact, his work does share the view that change comes about
through the interaction of the individual and the environment.

Three other theorists have nude contributions to the col
lege impact literature which has largely defined inquiry into
college effects for the last 20 years. Vincent Tinto developed
the most widely established theory of student departure from
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college (1975, 1987). Tinto's theory is based on the degree
to whiCh students felt integrated into the life of the campus
and thus sustained a commitment to graduation. Alexander
Astin offered the theory of student involvement and the input-
process-output model by which college effects could be ana-
lyzed using the national, multi-institutional Cooperative Insti-
tutional Research Program. ( CIRP) data base (1985). Ernest
Pascarella offered a generalized causal model to assess college
impact which includes measures of institutional features as
well as quality of effort (1985, 1991).

Thus, Pace has viewed college outcomes as following from
"college impress" and the quality of effort that students put
into their work. Looking at the same phenomena. Tinto has
seen "student integration." Astin has seen "student involve-
ment." and Pascarella has seen "college impact." In this sec-
tion we will briefly review and then compare these three the
odes about how college affects students and learning. These
approaches are important. as they directly address the issue
of student responsibility.

Tinto and Student Integration
Perhaps the best example of the maturation of college out
comes studies is found in the studies following Tinto's review
of the factors associated with student withdrawal from college
( 19-5 ). Tinto drew for his work on the contributions of Spady
(1970, 1971) who emphasized the importance of social inte-
gration and path analysis in the study of student retention.
Social and academic integration refers to an individual's sense
of membership and belonging to an institution.

In Tinto's model, student characteristics such as individual
attributes, family hackgr()und. and pre.colkge experiences
are incorporated into a dynamic model of student departure
(1975 ). 'Mese elements lead to an initial commitment to a
particular institution and a degree of commitment to com-
pleting an academic degree. Over time and through repeated
interactions with the academic and social presses of the
school, a swdent's sense of academic and social belonging
or integrationis strengthened or diminished. Specifically,
a sense of belonging may he manifested by having college
friends, using the college facilities, and actively seeking and
receiving counsel from faculty tnembers. The level of inte-
gration or belonging that a student experiences subsec!uently
affects the student's commitment to a specific college and
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the desire to complete the degree. The weaker the student's
commitment to an institutkm or toward degree completion.
the greater the likelihos id that the student will withdraw from

Tinto's model has provided f,,cus and direction for reten
tion research and college outeomes (19-5) Among the most
prolific and methodologically thorough of those who have
worked with .linto's model are Pascarella and Terenzini

19911. In their watershed review of the literature that de
scribes the effects of college on students, they suggest that
'Finto's model, like other "impact models," stresses the impor-
tance of environmental and sociological factors in promoting
student change. Specifically. they note that "less attention is
devoted to spedfication of the nature or strength of the influ
ences of an institution's structural organizational character
istics or to the role of individual student effort" (p. 53 ).

Pascarella and College Impact
While Pascarella and his colleagues have worked extensively
with Tinto's model. Pascarella in 1985 developed a gentffal-
ized model to assess the impact of college on student out
comes. This impact nu del includes institutional characteristics
and student effiirt, two features kicking in Tinto's formulation
For Pascarella, student learning and development are affected
directly by a student's interaction with faculty and peers and
by the student's quality of effort. as Pace defines it. The back
ground that a student brings to college may exert a direct
influence on collegiate outcomes. I kiwever, it is more likely
that backghitindvkil exert an indirect effect, which is
mediated by the student's efforts, interactions, and the campus
ethos or climate.

Frimi a research perspective, the specification of structural
and organizatitmal aspects of an institutkin (size. resources.
governance. etc. I enables researchers who conduct multi
institutional studies to assess the effect these organizational
kutures may hae directly on ihe college culture, indirectly
on student responsibility, and ultimately on college outcomes.
Pascarella's college impact nu del has ph wed to be a useful
toul in the study (4 patterns of institutional practice as well
as in a variety ideollege outcomes, including affective and
intellectual development, self on-it-Lit, at id civic values and
inv( ilvement.
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Astin and Student Involvement
In the mid-1980s, Astin presented a theory that directly related
student involvement to student development and articulated
a standard by which colleges could begin to evaluate their
programs. For Astin, involvement means the student's invest-
ment of "physical and psychological energy" in the academic
enterprise. The five principles of his theory are: 1) Involve-
ment refers to the investment of physical and psychological
energy; 2) involvement occurs along a continuum that can
change over time; 3) involvement has both quantitative and
qualitative features; 4) the amount of student learning and
personal development associated with any educational pro-
gram is directly proportional to the quality and quantity of
student involvement in that program; and 5) the effectiveness
of any educational policy or practice is related directly to the
capacity of that policy or practice to increase student involve-
ment. The last two principles are arguably the strongest and
most direct calls from the literature to academic leaders to
pay attention to the impact their programs have on building
student responsibility by encouraging student commitment.

The theory of student involvement has not led to an elab-
orated model that accounts for student background or explic-
itly links student behavior to environmental press. Astin wryly
notes that he has "not needed to draw a maze consisting of
dozens of boxes interconnected by two-headed arrows" to
explain his theory to others (1984). The clarity and strength
of his propositions have served to guide research in a-variety
of college settings and for a range of student outcomes. As
with Pace, the theory of student involvement explicitly places
student behavior at the center of the academic enterprise. Stu-
dent involvement, like quality of effort, can be described
quantitatively (frequency) and qualitatively (depth of
commitment).

Although not directly addressed, Astin's theory implies an
important role for the college environment. If programmatic
success is defined by student involvement, then institutions
that develop a climate that supports and nurtures involvement
are likely to be successful in building on the strengths stu-
dents initially bring to the campus. In Astin's terms, these will
he institutions of excellence, not because of (heir reputations
or resource base, hut because they develop the talents of their
students (19851.
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Impress, Integration, Impact, and Involvement
Pace, Tinto. Pascarella, and Astin have offered explicit theories
about how colleges can promote student learning and growth.
Each has left us with a.slightly different stance in naming the
crucial ingredient. For Pace, it is the quality of effort that stu-
dents invest in their studies. 'Finto argues that, as written in.
the lalmud. "God resides in the details.- Over time and
thr()ugh literally thousands of small interactions with a
school's social and academic life, a student's commitment
either is strengthened or weakened. Pascarella secs in college
Outcomes the importance of students informal interactions
with peers and faculty coupled with a high quality of effort.
Finally. Astin and the student involvement theory are tightly
coupled. For hint, student outcomes are directly proportional
to student involvement in college activities.

1)espite different uses of terms, these approaches have
much in c(immon. First, each theorist recognizes that the stu
dent's background plays a role in shaping college outcomes.
lowever, that role is largely indirect and moderated by the

oillege environment and a student's interactions with faculty
and peers. 'the good news from these theorists for colleges
and students is that the college has a far greater impact on
(mtcomes than the students' backgr(mnds and background
experiences 'Ibis holds true only if and the emphasis is on
the word if students take advantage of what the college
offers. That is. if the student behaves in a responsible manner.

ccond. each sees the campus environment exerting an
indirect and potentially enabling impact on college outcomes.
For l'ace and Pascarella. c()1Iege climate establishes a t( ine
that is supportive ()equality effort and interactkins between
students. faculty, and peers. Tinto suggests that the fit between
the student and the c()Ilege's social and academic environ
ment shapes the commitment to press on to degree comple.
it mt. Astin points I() the importance of evaluating academic

pracik es and p(ilicies in terms of their enabling effect on stu
dent imol..-2ment.

last. all emphasije the imp( wtance flea partnership between
the o illege and the student. Colleges alone cannot produce
student learning. Colleges priwide oppcmunities for inter
action and in% olvement and establish a climate conducive
to responsible participati(m. Yet, in the final analysis, students
must extend themselves. Each approach reflects the centrality
ii w hat we call student responsibility.

The good news
is that the
college has a
far greater
impact on
outcomes than
the students'
backgrounds
and
background
experiences.
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While the vision of Pace is clearest, the writings of Tinto,
Pascarella, and Astin have stimulated a body of literature that
has explored the joint effects of student behavior, campus
environment, and student background on college outcomes.
The balance of this section examines some of the research
literature in each of these three areas as well as the research
methodology used in this field.

Methodology
We have spent some energy discussing the contributions that
four theorists have made to our understanding of student
responsibility. The literature that these theorists have spawrifd
is among the most methodologically sophisticated in the field
of higher education. Further, it represents a powerful dem-
onstration of theory coupled with multivariate statistical proce-
dures to bring light to a complex and dynamic social system:
our colleges and universities. We will briefly orient the reader
to this methodology.

Issues of practice and the current national dialogue con-
cerning student involvement. retention, con-in-amity building,
quality assurance, and accountability all have an intellectual
parentage that is based, to some extent, on the body of theory
and research that has been developed over the last 20 years.
The principal reason that we will consider the developments
in methodologz. is because what we know and what we do
not know is dependent on the analytic tools that have been
used.

There is a close relationship between our ways of knowing
and what we ultimately may conclude from the results of a
study. The body of research that undergirds our consideration
of student responsibility is a theoretically informed body of
scholarship. We believe that only theory guided research that
makes use of appropriate multivariate methodologies has a
chance of managing the potentially confounding effects inher-
ent in applied research. Unless we understand the develop
nwnt of this approach. we will be unable to effectively dem-
onstrate the validity of our programs, and senior administra
tors will be unable to meet the stewardship challenge posed
by society.

Competent scholarship spans both theory and methodol
op.. There is a debate on the utility and future direction of
research in higher educati(m. Some argue that research should
he focused upon specific policy issues of interest to decision



makers. Others, including Pascarella, suggest that theory-
centered rcsearch is an essential component; we too, take
the latter position. Theory-centered research is essential to
bringing a senthlance of coherence to the welter of institu-
tionally based studies. Ultimately, theory-centered research
is an exercise in the craft of disciplined sense making. It is
:t structured, guided process of dialogue with data.

The basic research issues that must be addressed are
accounting for gains in college and the threats from student
maturation aikl selection. Students-- -indeed, all peoplegrow
and change throughout their lifetimes. flow can we determine
if changes we see in college students are not the result of mat-
uration? Similarly, students selfselect and are differentially
recruited to different kinds of institutions, majors, and college
activities. I low can we be sure that college outcomes might
not result from the types of students (student background)
served rather than college policies or environment?

(;ktssicallv, the way this has been accomplished in educa-
tional research is through experiment, complete with random
selection and assignment of student subjects to experimental
and cc mtn)I conditions. Randomization equalizes the groups
(selection ), and random assignment allows us to compare
groups with maturaticm held constant. But colleges are not
set up as dreamscapes for researchers. They arc applied set
tings. And we know. up front, that the college-going group
is very different from the noncollege going group; that till'
ferent people attend different types of institutions; and that
different people selectively participate in varied activities, in
different maj( ws. and different micro environments while at
col)ege. So we have several confounding variables (alternate
hypotheses) that always are tenable in research of this kind.
These include individual background. aptitude. prior aca
demic hist()ry, s()cial and economic background, personality.
and other elements which become entangled with college
experience and college outc(ime.

During the last 2.7-; years, a series of approat hes to managing
these problems has been utilized. Early studies typically
ign( wed these difficulties and focused instead on descriptk ins
of student behavior and reported practices that presumably
were effective on individual ciunpuses. In the late '60s and
int() the Os, researchers began co use owrdatk)n based tech
iliqucs which m Right to statistically control for selection effects
b holding constant or partialling out initial student differ
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ences. Unfortunately, this approach did not explain the
sources of influence on college outcomes. With a large num-
ber of variables held constant, any college effect can appear
artificially small. In the mid-'70s and into the early '80s. mul-
tiple regression analysis was used extensively and indeed,
stepwise procedures still are important analytic tools. The
principal contribution that multiple regression makes is an
estimate of the relative effect of each predictor variable on
the outcome (response) variable. Statistically. these effects
are expressed as standardized beta weights. 13y effect.
researchers mean the direct, unmediated contribution that
knowledge of one variable (a predictor) makes to accounting
for an outcome variable. For example, if we wished to study
the effects of student age, effort, and perception of college
environment on student gains in general knowledge, we
could use multiple regression analysis to assess the relative
contribution that each predictor (age, effort. perception )
made in accounting for the magnitude of student gains.

In regression, effects are expressed as standardized beta
weights. Interpreting standardized betas allows us to assess
the relative effect or contribution of a predictor compared
to other predictors within a given sample. For example. we
enter the predictors into the regression analysis in a theoret
ically consistent manner (age, then perception. and finally
effort ) and determine that the effect of age (standardized
beta) is .0; perception is .11: and effort is Ve can con
elude that the contribution of age and perception, while sta
tistically significant, is relatively slight especially when com
pared to the contribution that effort makes in accounting fin-
gains. Indeed, it can be said that the effect of effiirt is m we
than five times that of either age ar perception. Further, we
can say that the net effect af eflOrt on gains is quite powerful.
That is, after accounting for age and perception. the contri
bution of effort still is the most important Factor. While regres
Sion analysis proved to be a major advance, it still was pri
marily predictive in nature rather than an explanation of the
process by which mediating variables could moderate the
effect of entry variables on outcomes.

During the late Os and through the mk1 '8(1s. an appr( lach
known as path analysis, causal nu ideling. or structural ni( id
cling offered several advantages and largely replaced regres
sion analysis in the study of college initcomes. The moNi
important of these advantages is the ability to m(0(1 a priori
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causal structures; that is, to represent theoretically derived
systems in a statistically expressible form. Causal models
based on path analysis also allow the user to identify direct,
indirect, and total effects of model elements on outcomes
measures. Direct effects in path analysis have the same mean-
ing as standardized betas in regression. Indirect effects refer
to the mediated impact that one variable may have on a third
variable. Total effects simply are the sum of the contribution
of the direct and indirect effects.

We might imagine a model based on Pace's work. In this
imaginary model, the variables-that exert a direct effect on
gains in general education are perception of the college envi-
ronment and student effort. It is possible for the total effect
of a variable to be zero yet have relatively strong direct and
indirect effects. For example, age may exert a positive direct
effect on general education outcomes because adult students
have a greater fund of general knowledge than younger stu-
dents. Yet, it may exert a negative effect on effort in college,
possibly due to competing demands from job and family. The
positive effect of prior knowledge thus is rendered nugatory
by the negative effect of work and family demands.

The use of path analysis offers major advantages over regres-
sion but requires strong theory to support the initial model
specification. It has been said that there are two parts to path
modeling: the easy part and the hard part. The easy part is
the solution of the multiple equations via computer analyses,
and the hard part is the initial model specification based upon
sound theory with variables that are well-measured.

Despite the advantages of path analysis, there are several
problems. The first is the assumption that the relationships
among the variables are unidirecional. In the real world it
is not always possible to rule out ceciprocal or looping rela-

tionships. In the above example, there may be a reciprocal
relationship between effort and perception. That is, a positive
perception of the college could lead to the expenditure of
effort, while the expenditure of effort might lead students to
see the college in a favorable light. The model we posed
above suggests a one-way flow, and with path analysis we are
limited to posing unidirectional causal chains.

The second and most vexing problem is the assumption
that the variables of interest are measured without error. That

is, we assume we are dealing with reality rather than mea
sured constructs. lypically, prior to a path analysis or regres
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Sion analysis, variables constructs) are factored to produce
relatively homogeneous scales with acceptable measures of
internal consistency (reliallility) and validity (construct
validity).

From the mid '80s to the present we have seen the appli.
cation of covariance structure analysis approaches such as lin-
ear structural relations, or LISREL Uoreskog and Sorhom
1988 ). and EQS ( Bender 19891. These approaches allow us
to specify reciprocal relationships and. most importantly. to
specify a measurement model attached to the path or struc-
tural model. This allows the estimation of effects uncontam
inated by measurement error, as effects are specified or
included in the model itself. As with path analysis, these
approaches allow fcir the specificatiOn of direct and indirect
effects and the testing of relationship paths as well as tests
of the adequacy of the entire mcidel as specified.

The reader interested in an accessible and complete treat
ment of the evolution in the meth()dology of c()llege out
comes research is urged to review the appendix of l'ascarella
and Threnzini's review volume ( 1991). Astin makes use of
multiple regression analysis, and the first three chapters of
his boo ik, What Matters ii, College. walk the reader through
the application of this procedure (19931. While covariance
structure modeling can he formidable to master. the interested
reader is encouraged to review Baldwin for an excellent
applied intr(ducti(m to this appn rach using L1SREL ( 1989 ).
Stage offers a primer (in the use of causal analysis technique
and offers suggestions for applications of 1.1SIZEI. for research
on o ill.. g,c students ( 1989 I.
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RESEARCH ON STUDENT BACKGROUND

auraeter ihe u) accept rc,sponsibility for one's
men life-- is the source from tIbich self -respect springs.

Joan Didion

The four theoretical perspectives we have examined all sug
gest that a student's pers(cnal background characteristics are
less important in determining college outcomes than are the
student's experiences and behavior while enrolled. The stud
ies we will review in this section o institute one of the most
theoretically grounded literatures in the field and are largel
derived from the thinking of Face, Tinto, Pascarella. and Astin.

ln these studies we see a general progression from the use
of multiple regression analysis to the use of causal models
which allow the researcher to tease ( mut the direct and indirect
effects of student background variables on outcomes. Further.
smaller, single institution based samples have been replaced
by very large scale. multi Institut it wial data bases. The state
of the art in this field nCiw includes the( weticallv derived
causal modeling using limit inally generalizable samples. This
ptiwerftil mix of theory. method. and sample has added to
t i t i r miderstanding of the role personal student backgn iund
characteristk.s play in interactk )ns with die college environ
mein and sttident helm

Numerolls (Alto tmes have been examin'.u including reten
thin. freshman year persistence. plans kw graduate school.
perm inal de\el()prnent. and academk. achievement. A wide
ariety of student hackgiomid variables also have been stud

led. including race, age. gender. family background, socio
economic status. parental aspirations and support. high school
achievement. and intik idual intrapsychk. characteristics. Nk)st
of the studies have attempted to hold constant tw net (cut the
effect of background variables hy including them directly in
the in( )dels. Other studies have examined the dikrential
effects of selected hackgwund variables hy running separate
models for specific gn nips and then comparing the workings
( effect structures) ( )1' each resulting model. This makes direct
owitparisons between studies witli differing approaches dif
ficillt yet fruithd.

Rcr 111( fst reseal\ hers. t\\c questions about background var
utiles are important. 'Me first question con('erns the process

\t Inch hat kgn nind affects student gains ( directly on (nit
(Antics or indirect l \ through process variables) and second,
determining the comparative magnitut.le (tithe effect when
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placed alongside other variables such as student-faculty inter-
action, intentions, aspirations, or quality of effort. We shall
review some of these studies, beginning with the methodo-
logically less sophisticated and proceeding to the more recent
and methodologically advanced ones which were able to con-
trol for numerous variables.

Pace, in a study of eight colleges with a total of 2,299 stu-
dents who took the College Student Experiences Question-
naire (CSEQ), reports that in the five categories of student
gains measured, the most pervasive predictor was the quality
of effort that students put into their studies (1984). When var-
iables were entered into a regression analysis in a setwise
order with student background variables entered first, they
accounted for a very small percent (less than 5 percent) of
the variation in gains. Quality of eftbrt variables were entered
into the equations last and accounted for the largest propor-
tion of variation in gains (between 5 and 25 percent) even
after accounting for student background.

While Pace's study suggests a limited although statistically
significant role for student background characteristics, it has
two major limitations. First, separate analyses for particular
subgroups are not offered, making comparisons between
group,s difficult. Second, an interaction hypothesis which
could shed light on the conditional effects of effort was not
specified.

Some 11 years after the initiai publication of the CSEQ, Pace
presented a major descriptive portrait of American college
students based on the responses of 25,000 students enrolled
at 74 colleges between the years 1983 86 (1990). The book,
titled The I 'ndergraduates, presents a series of student snap
shots concerning their college experience. Among the anal
yses presented is a description of student activities by eth
nicity, age, and gender. Pace reports that there are "no major
differences between any of the groups (white, black, Hispanic,
Asian on the scholarly, intellectual activities, or on the infor
mal, interpersonal activities- ( 1990, p. 86). In areas related
to science and technology, Asian students had a slightly higher
participati( in (3 percent ) than did black students. Asians
repmed the 1(Avest p:trticipation in athletics and inv()Ivement
in clubs, while blacks rated highest in use of the Student
l'ition and .participation in clubs.

\Mien the data is disaggregated by age, the oldest group
of students, aged 28 and up, appear less likely to take advan



tage of either college group facilities or informal interpersonal
activities with other students. Their participation in the aca
demic life of the campus, however, is at least as strong and.
in the case of class-specifk activities, stronger. than their
younger counterparts. These findings are consistent with other
methodologically sophisticated studies which report that okler
and commuter students are more fully engaged in the aca
demic life of the campus than in the social dimension.

Finally, Pace reports an absence of educationally significant
differences between men and women in college activities par.
ticipation. There is a slight trend, however, for women to
report making more progress in personal and social a..Tel
opment. I n SLIM, while there are some differences between
demographically defined groups of students, these are ref
atively slight and are largely overshadc)wed hy what the groups
have in c(nlimon.

While noticeable differences in s cial participati(m how een
older and younger students were apparent. Pace concludes
that -the quality of effort invested in various cidlege ;to ivitie,
and the progress claimed toward various goals was relatively
similar for each gender and each ethnic group- l9Q0. p. 139).
These findings are largely, hut not fully. tm msistent with other
studk.s that statistically control for student denk)graph ic
characteristics.

In a single institution longitudinal study of student intel
lectual skill development. 'klenzini. Theophilides, and Lorang
found that only students' level of classroc na participatk in was
o insistently related to grm-th I98-1 I. Further, their finding,
suggested that growlh was asmiciated with mwiclassilmom inter
action with faculty. Factors such as sex. parents educatk)n.
SAT scores, and highest degree planned did not statisticalk
affect academic skill development. Only high sclkiol rank sig
nificantly contributed to freshman Year academic skill devel
opment, hut even this dkl not contrihute to development in
subsequent .ears.

In a similar, single institution study of transfer student intel
lectual skill devek pment. Volkwein. King, and Terenzini
k Rind that student background and prk mr 0 Alege activities
were singularly unimportant in aco iuintilig k mr student intel

lectual gn)wth I9/in I. In this study, whik '1 used tnultiple
regression analsis, the reoirds of 3.000 undergraduates enter
ing the State I niversity of New York at Alban\ in I 9I-10 %\ ere

analyzed. The key to student intellectual growth. the re
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searchers found. was not age, sex, prior education, and goals,
but the perception that faculty are devoted teachers. This
sense of devotion includes aspects such as intellectually slim
ulating class sessions, encouraging students to express their
views, and spending time outside of class discussing intel
lectual issues of interest to students.

l'sing data collected as part of the Cooperative Institutional
Research Program (CIRP). kstin completed a massive study
of college impact ( 1993). Th is studv, reported in tt''hat Matters
in Oillege. analyzes the responses of more than 27,000 stu
dents at hundreds of colleges across the United States Astin
uses the 1 E 0 model, or Input.Environment Outcomes
nk)del, to analyze college effects. Making use of regression
models, he assembled over 1.40 input measures whk:h tap
a wide variety of student characteristics at time of the student's
initial enrollment. Astin assesses the contribution of the col
lege's environment to the change in students, beyond what
can be predicted from initial student chantiteristics. Unfiwtu
nately, as he notes, separate analyses were not completed by
race, gender, ahility of student. or socioeconomic status (SE.S).
This makes it difficult to determine any interaction effects or
other subgroup differences. The strength of the study lies in
its breadth of measures used and strength of the nati,inal sample.

Astin. in this study, found statistically significant ellects on
most college outcomes measures of student dermigraphic
characteristics including race. gender, and sock >economic sta
tus ( 1993 ). He c( included that "the student's peer group is
the single most potent source of influence on groNyth and
development during the undergraduate years" (p. 398 ). All
students, irrespective of age. gender. and social and economic
background. come to college with preexisting differences.
Yet, these students likely will develop in the direction of the
dominant values of their college peers. In slr wt, student in
volvement with peers mediates change.

As indicated previously, regression studies did not esamine
anv pi ssihle ccinditional effects of student hackgniund char
acteristics. Although primarily c(incerned with examining the
role of academic and social integratk in in persistence. Pas
earella and 'Uerenzini tested a set of interaction hypotheses
between sex. race. initial c()Ilege enrollment. aptitude. and
five studetit academic and social integration scales ( 1980 ).
Of the 20 interacti( )11 terms tested in a discriminant function
anal\ sis, only two were significant. These were SeN hl peer
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group interaction and sex by 111,41tUttull and gwl commitment.
"Fhe quality of peer group interadion is more important in
sy(wnen's tlecisit tn., to persist tit withdraw than it is for men.
Conversely for men. their level of commitment to degree
goals and the institution are !mite Sul mgly tied to their
persistence.

\\Ink. this study suggested possilile indirect effects that stu
dent hackground vanahles nray exert, it was Munro who first
demonstrated this phenomenon using path analysis ( 19811.
Ihis pnicedure has t\\ u ilMit )1. advantages over most

iegressi ii used approat hes. First. the researcher can test
tklailed. theoretically hased models: second. the direct and
indiret t effects of variables can he determined.

Barbara NlOnn developed a txtth analytic model ba,,ed on

TintOs work 1981 ) he used the Nl:s -2 data set which is
a nations\ ide. longitudinal study oldie high scht Ru 1 class of

I ler interest ',IS tu devek tp and test 'a model which

dire( t h sst tuM examine the interaoit tit of student perstinal
characteristics with the t ollegiate ens ironnient. Folk !wing
'Tinto. she selected stutlent retention as her outcome variable.
Ilk r lindtngs suggest that the effects of ethnit its. and sex

on persistence in (Allege mainls indirect and transmitted
through inters ening earl:1M's stlell is ,ICIdettlic and st tcial
integration. Indeed, the onls student hackground variahle that

exerts a dim t elle( t t )11 persistence is high school grades.
Thus. the tHree to whit h the students are acidemicallv and
su )(Ian\ integrated into the life of the k aluptIS is more impt It

Lint in it 1.1 )(lilting for retention out( times than are the initial

perm cal student t haraderistics
cwt.!) studies has e developed and tested ihcoiencallv

(lensed t ausal nit Kiel, tor men and women separately. Pas

arella and lett:with. ill a path ttldV based utt
int del. It tund in [portant diffeient es when the sample was

ths,iggregmed h\ se\ t 19si I For svt inlet). so, IA integration

had a Irt Inger elle( t it persistent e than at adennt inkwation.
For men. at adennt integrant in was mote imp ittant. while
the elle, Is ol sot tal integration ss ere inthret t. transmitted
through Institutional t ominitinent 'Hies note that the influ
cn«. t ti ,Atklynt ptecnrullmcni chara& wrist lamik hat.

grt tiind. inth idual plc t hiti.t' st itttt 11111g I \\ AS 111(11

(% . anti tht. t'lItsu t)I thcm. ariahly. on persistent e ssas
methated hs the lieshman sew experient e 11,r wsidential
quiltlits. tilt. qualm 10 \ifidcni intcrat liii w. fill thy t ulfcgc

1111111)1". iCtit 1,1111' / IMP.'
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For women,
social
integraMon
had a stronger
effect on
persistence
than academic
integration.
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environment was more important in persistence decisions
than the characteristics brought to college.

This study is important. as it reflects a more complete spec-
ification of the variables in Tinto's model than had previously
been attempted. As a longitudinal study, it reflects the corn
mitments that students have at different points in time. Unfor-
tunately. it is a single institution study with all subjects drawn
friim a -large. independent, residential university in central
New York state.- Thus, suggestive as these findings are, we
cannttt generalize these results to other institutional types
or different student populations.

Based on the above research which suggested the impor
tance of sex differences. Stoecker. Pascarella. and Wo Hie devel
oped and tested four sex hy race causal ilk )(Ids, including
nit )dels kw black and white men and women ( l988). The
sample was drawn fritill data obtained Inim the ORR More
than lonon'students enrolled at t8- colleges and universities
of various types initially were included in the swdy. I. sing
the methodology of causal modeling. they implemented Tin
to's model and. following the work of Pascarella. added insti
nit k inal characteristics ( 19843 I. Thev fiiund that when cop
trolling for the influence of all other variables in the model.
academic integration had the strongest direct effect on per
sistence fiw all fi Air sex hy race groups. Further, social inte
gration, including interactions with faculty and social lead
vrship, had positive effects on persistence. They oinclude by
lit ging that "student affairs programs that facilitate interaction
with faculty and the oppiwttinity for sitcial involvement and
participation wt mkt seem to positively infitience persistence
irrespective of pre college characteristics; initial oimmitments:
the selectivity; size or racial composition of the institution
attended: or one's acadentic major" (p,

JaIlIcs I learn. in a multi institutional path analytk. study
based on the work of Pascarella ( 198.S1, examined student
aspirations and plans for graduate education ( 198-). !learn
developed two submodels: one kir men and one liar women.
Ile ft ,und that ihr graduating Wiallen. the roles t)r academic
perk inliail C and maji it. were less important than for men.
hut the role 4p:trent:I! support ivenes,, .Nas more important.
For men and women. the role of the background factors for
both ivpcs kitcomes was significant hut largely indirect.

caulk in is the finding that the devehiped and tested nkidel
appeared to fit die male subsample hetter than it did the
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female subsample. This suggests that important variables,
unaccounted for in the model, may be exerting a differential
effect on women's future plans for schooling. NX`hile this find
ing is intriguing, they conclude by reminding us that "choices
made by educational leaders do matter- ( p. 1 3- ). Features
of the college environment that can be affected by admin-

istrators do influence subsequent career plans and aspirations
beyond what students bring to the collegiate setting.

While it is not our purpose here to examine in any detail

the growing body of literature being developed around the
issues of race or ethnicity and college outcomes. we are
reminded of the scholarship of Fleming ( 1984 ) and others
who have expressly examined this question. inarguably, in

the single most sustained and comprehensive examination
of the black experience at "white" and "black- colleges across
the country, Fleming examined a diverse range of academic,
cognitive, psychological, and develt)pmental features of the
black student experience. She concludes that at "white" insti
tutions, academic achievement is thwarted by poor adjustment
of black students to the "white- campus. especially with

respect to the faculty.
Similar findings were reported by Suen, who examined the

relationship betWeen alienation among minority students and
attrition (1983). Crosson suggests that a key ingredient in
improving minority achievement and retention is in the pro
motion of involvement in campus life 1988). Oliver describes

a study completed at the University of California at Los

Angeles of black and Chicano achievement and social adjust

ment ( 1985). The study suggests that reported feelings of'
alienation and isolation on the campus adversely affect so'

dent achievement.
Nettles, working within the tradition of Astin and Pascarella.

attempted to compare directly the performance of white and
black students by taking into account a wide range of insti

tutional and student faculty interaction factors ( 1)91). In a

large scale study of 30 colleges. '00 faculty members, and

more than 4,000 students, separate multiple regressilm anal

yses were conducted on the responses of white and black stu
dents. Of especial interest is the finding that "black students
also have lower academic integration, more limited 0 mtact
with faculty owside of the classroom, and more faculty who

are dissatisfieu with their universities- p. 90). Nett les spec

ulines that the comparatively less satisfied facility wlin teach
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black students mav contribute to lower levels of black student
involvement through diminished levels of student-faculty
interaction.

While considerable interest has been devoted to exploring
the implication of certain personal characteristics of students
on college oute(imes. very little attention has been devoted
to the participation rates or process of college going for indi-
viduals with disabilities. The passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act has heightened issues of access and partic
ipation fiir the disabled in postsecondary institutions, and we
anticipate a body of much needed theoretically centered
research.

Fairweather and Shaver made creative and effective use of
two national longitudinal data sets to describe the enrollment
rates in IN istsecondary education for college-aged ouths with
and with( nit disabilities ( (990 Their study used the National
"ftansition Study. a data set c(mtaining a five Year foll()wup
of 6,8 disabled y(itiths and the 11 igh School and Beyond
data set. Items ciimmon to the two sets permitted compar
isons in the partkipath in rates for disabled and nondisabled
gr( nips. The findings indicate that the college going rate for
disabled vs. niindisabled individuals is somewhat more than
1 to 2. for two year colleges and 1 to 10 for four year colleges.
or substantial interest is the finding that there is considerable
variation within groups comprising individuals with different
disabilities. The two year college enrollment rate for deaf.
speech impaired. other health impaired. and those with visual
and aural deficits was r()ughlv comparable to that of nonim
paired indi( iduals. As further effiwts at accommodatii in, man
dated lw law. are made, it is likely that the participation rates
in t air year colleges will continue to rise.

Will the rise in college going rates, researchers in several
studies have sought t() understand the attrition of the disabled
by turning to the rrhidel of school leaving advanced by Tinto.
waiter and Welsh ( Ws()) and \\ alter and DeCaro ( l9861 argue
that depending on its nature and se\ erity. the impairment of
disabled students may impose unique barriers to their aca
demi( and social integration into the life oldie college. They
call upon indi( idual instituti( ins to collect and analyze insti
tut ional research data to identify and suggest attrition inter
ventii ills hit. the disabled.

Folli ming on the (all for an implementation (if Tinto's
In( del, scherer. Siltisi 11. and Walter conducted a causal anal
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vsis based on elements of-linto's theory ( 1) 8-1. In a one
year longitudinal study of 233 students ennilled at the
National Thchnicalinstitute for the Deaf. the researchers found
that social integration was a kev variable in the retention of
deaf students. S(tcial satisfactkm had a positive impact on
retention, while participation in college sponsored activities
had a negative effect. The latter finding is not surprising and
may he accounted for hv the unique needs that this institution
serves. Nlany hearing impaired students arrive in college with
important unmet needs fiw social participatkm. Extensive par
ticipation in (.(illege activities may undermine a student's abil
ity to complete needed academic ohligatk

Clearly, these findings suggest that there are common
underlying processes in the persist..nce decisions of the dis
abled and the nondisabled. Future research using causal meth
odology and multi institutional data sets. informed by a the
oretk al perspective. is surely needed and will illumin" e our
understanding of the impact of disabilities on the relations
between college environment and disabled students.

Summary and Retrospective
\Xe understand this emerging and still undeide(ek tped body
of kik twledge as tinders« wing the centrality of acme student
in( olvement on campus and in the i. lassro( All The literature
is consistent with that derived from the theoretical traditions
iii Pace. Pascarella. Tinto. and Astin in that it minimizes the
contribution of any personal student characteristics to college
(mu. times. It further illustrates the importance (tf examining
the Inter,tction of ha( kground characteristics with the c(illege
envininment and student behavior. Both students and insti
unions ha\ e mutual ohligations to one another. The literature
reminds us, that ethnicity. gender. age. disabilit. and other
personal attrihutes (it I not present an insurnumntabie harrier
tit satisfactor ()liege outcomes.

Institutions lia\ e an obligation It promote a linlate that
ilitates student invol\ einem and interaction. 'students must

by responsihle partners with i illegf..", and extend themseh es
to take ad(antage of the opportunates that -are offered.
Thu nigh cm( nutters w tihi each other, fa( tilts staff. and the
curriculum. a sense of mutuality and conununit( ( an hC
i.k' chi vcd.

As I his (num struggles I( MARI si 011C still Liii. lea(' RV( ln

k !hall, in Iihi i itir past and sem& hes tor the hisis ut iipe tur

Iltruilij.! /oh/wig Crlrillilg



the future when we deal with issues of race, gender, class.
and ability, we stroke wounds that have not yet been bound
up. In our desire for knowledge, our use of methods such
as causal modeling and large-scale aggregate statistics may
seem to distance us from people. As Parker Palmer cautions
us. if our passion to know springs from mere "amoral curi-
osity" or from a thirst for power over others, that knowledge
ultimately will poison us and salt our enterprise (1983).

We must keep in mind that compassion for our students
and love of our enterprise require conflict and the vigorous
discourse that accompanies the search for truth both individ-
ual and collective. Our students must become our partners
in that search. The research base that we have reviewed sug-
gests that all students. irrespective of their backgrounds, can
and do learn on our campuses and in our classrooms if they
take responsibility for their own behavior within the context
of an institution that actively promotes student involvement
in learn ing.
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COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT

( ;le( :.(1/(g1Z5 an, /Wile

I. FIelding

In this section we cc ill consider the interrelationship beRveen
the cttllege erR in Hinklit. what students do while elirolled.
and college outcomes In describing the characteristics of a
college (4- tiniversil. two broad and complementary sets of
features mum he considered First, a college can be described
physicall. wgani/atitinally..ind demographically. \\bat is its
!,i/e, Is it a residential or commuter schooP Whiu are the
gender and racial 1. tunpi isutit ins% These are the formal and

readik quantified olan institution. but there
are tither factors tt it it r instance. if all vou knew about a per
mat was 1161.2,11f . ti )I( H ol hair, and age. you would know very
little about that pei son as an individual. 'lb understand what

makes pet tple tick. tile has to untierstand their psychological
makeup. calus..s. aultuck.s. and ,eNc littlity. so it is With

jllstittlllt )11`,
`,Ci I HlcI feature that nium be accounted kw in describing

an u1tuttuti Ii is its ps\ t lit ilogit ii or cultural k.cl. While this
insni nut mat 1 less important than its t.k..incl
graphic Icattirc't, it is more thIlic tilt to define and measure
quanotatR el\ lt, feel. we refer to the Important psycho

ditilensIon institution s climate. k the campus
ttpc'ui ,mnd mt c.,,,d11k. in A human ,cuse. t t 6. people feel al
ienated and dist t wino. tetP \iv students transients on the cam.

pus, I it t !at iuitc !cc! .1 sense 4 t immunity? Filially, is the cli

male one that t ate. a sense of purpttse. or is there

.1 c Itt phi e\ t ti \\ shill+ .1 concerning

the huger missr, tilt ti tilt intuntlon't.
A hilt- thew ma\ be nt tt t tillit lion between a person's char

,ictci and ph\ sit al teaturcs. tor institutions there is a link

Item tvii , har,t,tcrIsucs and its c haracter hr psy

lit \\ Rice s thinking on t ue

tole t lii t inment . suggests that the college

cn\ onsims in(clActing hludding hloCks

I 1.0m), Illc". mt. Ow I I \ ti the campush

galilfaut nil tat I, Hs int Liding si/v. gt enunce systen,.

and I cst 1111. 15 Hid the liW11.111.1ggicg,Ilc 'thy human

aggi egatt t ti\ e norms oldie insti
tint, ii Is 11 .1 p.111 \ St ht ' lit skid\ (In Ids?

111) "Mit MCI \ bt,lltit Irl,fit' lit .1111pli k trgalliAltil )11s? 00

lit I th 1:.1 t- tit n 1 1tt tilt \\Oh it14.ilti Itt qtldtAliN, or

bur,: / tow.; 3"
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do students make appointments a week in aoh.ance? This nor-
mative aspect of the college environment, reinforced by the
physical arrangements and organizational features. creates
a campus social climate through which individuals experience
the college. Thus, the campus climate mediates and is shaped
by the structural aspects of the collegiate environment..

Pace. too, argues that the institution's environment ( w ethos
is a shaping force and stimulua liw student devel()pment
( While affirming the impowtance of individual students'
responsibility fdr their own efforts in learning. Pace argues
that "environmental characteristics make up the institutional
context and the stimukis for the amount. scope. and quality
of students' (Aida" ( p. 128).

Astin's recognition of die importance of environment was
marked at least as early as the 1908 publication' of his book
The College Emiromnent lie reports the results of a survey
of student activities at mo we than 200 colleges and universities
and stresses the impact upon achievement related behaviors,
self esteem, and feelings of isolatiom and alienation that may
result from mismatches between the student and the enYi
ronment. In this, he presagcs the wowk of Tinto with his
emphasis on the imp( )rtance of the degree of fit between the
individual and the institution. In fact, while indivklual inte
gration into the life of the institution largely determines ona
comes, it is "a person's normative and structural integratiol,
into the academic and social systems'. that lea(ls to) retention
and degree completi(in outcomes ( 19-S, p. 90).

In his General Causal N1( kid of student development. Pas
carella suggests both the mediating efiects of the f(wmal
organiZatio)nal characteristk.s (size. selectivio.. percent res
idential ) oilthe environment and the institutkinal environment
or culture ( 19851. For him. the college climate mediates the
effect of college structure on the quality of student effort as
well as shapes the extent of student peer and student faculty
interactions.

The literature suggests that the c,illegt. environment con
sists of two co imp( ntents. Idrmal o wganizatk inal characteristics
and college culture Organizational characteristics shape the
socW environment and are believed to affect student bdlavior
and. thus. college culture. In this section, we will follow the
research evidence that links the o ()liege characteristics and
environment with student resin nisibility and college ()utconles.
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Institutional Size
In the aftermath (if the student demonstratiiin.s of the late
I960s. many in the academy were :Mocked at the extent of
the breach between students and the collegium. In the search
for an explanation. some turned to factors asskiciated with the
nature of the ftirmal organization itself, especially its size and
the potential for alienation that mass societies, in general. pro-
duce. Clark, in a description of large research universities.
noted that while "technical data- and "facts- might be taught
en masse by "impersonal means,- the larger effects of edu-
cation on the "mind and character of students will he weak-
( 1962). !fall and Kehoe, in a superb rellectkm on student
unrest and its sociokigical causes. identify institutional size
itself as the principal source of the rift between students and
the academy ( (9- I I. As they sav:

lb summarize. the massification of the university produces
two MajOr trends that inhibit the educationa! process. 'Ilk,

first is the impersonalization of the communication pvcess
in learning situaticnis and the secolut is the reeducation
(y monivlional supp)rt on the part of both students and
fat ully for the direct, inrolivd exchange that learning
dollands( p, ),

They recommend a series of ref( irms that are intended to
create intervening structures that can mediate between the
mass institution and the student and promote a sense of corn
munitv and relatedness among members of the university.
1..nt'ortunately fcw the academy. the changes they hoped to
prormite were never instituted on a large scale. Indeed. they
conclude their article on a somewhat pessimistic mite. They
.inply that short term changes that have been adopted in
response u) the student pnitests of the I960s have not resulted
in substantive institutional change in structure or in the value
system ()idle university.

In similar vein. ',mith and 13,rnstein, in the hook The
/mpersorial 'rimpus. suggest that u) pr Aide a high quality
undergraduate edtwational expel ience, nh ist public colleges
and universities have simply become tin) large ( 19-9 ). They
als( ady( >cafe u-% lug I mt .1 l';Inge ii mtennediate structures
and services that ,IFC intended ty reintegrate students within
the hi )1.1 of the academy. 'their re( ymmenattiyns tin- the
establishment 1 mediating structures, such as cluster colleges

liii P/111.1.; /Olt hill,L; Mt( .100'11114;
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and other smaller sk.ale 01 1111111.Ill st.,dy iI1I.'11J:III\Y 11111

nities. arc well gumnded in experience and theor\ .

\\ "hat (.1( WS the re,,earch on the effect of size ( .1) c( .1Iege I iut
comes indicate? In an I I institution MIIA cA (If 111(0.: 111;111 2.000

freshmen. Pascarella and C:haprnan found that in a series of
Path analYtic m(klels. the effect of inst ituti( ,nal size on per
sistence in college was relatnel slight and indireet tim .ugh
its clIeet on academic ;Ind s()cial integration 1k)83 I t:hapman
and Past:arena. in a subsequ-nt ( etailed e:t;mtIvsi ItIue
multi institutional data set used l)\ Past and Chapman
I9x3 I. report that institutional size akc ()tints tot (ink- a slight

proportion of v:triation In students acadenuic and s( Hue
gration Further. at large instituth cii. rather than smallyr
sell( cols. students told to rep( cm greater usc d campus hascd
opportunities ft.'. social en, ( .unwrs. nIcIrtunatel. however,
size appears It luiumillit intcriii. It in w ith

distancing students and fai Lib- in informal ota ott Liss inter
ikli( ins and in lion. Ic crmal ademi, matters as well

Institutional size how e\ yr. dol's iIlI1Icu1t i StlidYnt affedi\ e
de\ elopment. Astin. In his mass] \ anal\ sis ci CIRI) data col
lecte...I at more than ion institutions. reports that institutional
size exerts substantial. largek e hut indirec.t ellects
on student :tricot\ e develc pment. thy perk eI)Iic in that ult
eare als tilt stildcilN..,uld general satislak non \\ lth Mt.
of it-Istria...non I l993 .111(1111,111.nylv. Appk-,11,,

afict't a stuldClIt's thdt the L.111\ pill-pt cst 1 Meg(' is h
int rease one's eo momic \\t.lI being and that the Idt\IdILII\

can do little to llungc so, iov
The !tier-attire appeals i (insistent and sliggests that nisi]

tutional size does exert a small and negin\
mi.hreo elfei I dl the propeilsit Lit. HIR

ellgagt: (WIC :111( dlt'r .11.( tuuid It 1(.1y1111( IsiIts 1111111c1. Illittligli
its tc) 1.c)1:1k. students. institutional she Iii nk.rtyrk.
In the creatil In of tr oh, \\ hi, sukleni
responsihilit\ and thus 1.111dc.1.111111C .1t.,161111t

stikiit cIt't cit )1)111011..111d IVIc1111( )11 \ In it ti ntitinA \\ I h

lxiralk.ls and Is (.( tuft dIllided l)\ i/t Is hilk: tilt_tI ti Institutional
type (in college (quo titles

Institutional Type
It is apparent 111,1t Illst11111i(111', \\ 1111 their (filleting miss,. ms.

()Heim,: pasts k t 01\ (A it And Lit iili
difIerent sets of expel.. tations and thus lid\ &stilt,
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feel. The first question that arises, then, is how arc institutional
types defined? In the literature, institutions have been mapped
by gender (male and female institutions), race (historically
black colleges, Native American colleges), and religious affil-
iation (Catholic, Protestant, Baptist, Jewish). We also might
consider public and private secular institutions as a typologies
dimension. Within the context of student responsibility, two
typologies are especially pertinent: one that examines insti,
tutional type by Carnegie classification (research, doctoral.
comprehensive, selective, and general liberal arts, community
college) and the other, which examines institutional type by
the location 'modal residence of the students (conmmter
residential).

Pace, in the book 7/k, 'nclograduates. presents a descrip-
tive comparison of the responses of more than 25,000 under
graduates enrolled at "4 colk.ges and universities natkmwide
(1990). These students completed the College Student Expe
riences Questionnaire ( CSEQ ) during the years 1983 to 1986.
From this large but nonrandon. sampling, Pace disaggregated
student responses hy Carnegie type and examined. by insti
tutional type, the ways in which students engaged in activi!..es.
When students go to college, do they engage in a common
core of activities which center around scholarly and intellec
tual activities and informal interpersonal activities? Pace fc kind
that at least 90 percent of all students interacted with faculty,
took notes, thought about learning applicatHns. and had con
yersations with students of different backgrounds about music,
popular.culture, course work, and the OMIT-M.11(s or professors.

Pace also found that students at liberal arts institutions dif
fered from those at other types of institutions. ln nearly all
cases, it was the selective liberal arts colleges that reported
the highest levels ()I Nnicipation in a wide range of academk.
and social activities. 'Ihe students at research and doctoral
universities reported the It Ayes( rates of high quality panic
ipation in academic and peer activities. Indeed, Pace argues
that at tht)tie institutions which enroll the vast maj(wity
Anwrican o >liege students ( research, doctoral. and compre
hensive institutions I, there is very little variation in the helm%
ior of students. It is only within th t. selective liberal arts col
leges that student imticipation reaches a I1( t iceably differeilt
and h.gher level.

Another study of the impact of ( ollcgc type on student
activity also made usc of student responses to the CSFS)

--------- --^----- ----
DIr11111,14 'WM/Wig MP, LVell'11111;14
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Baird 199u Baird used data o.illected ;tt so en doctkiral uni
\ ersities. mr comprehensive colleges. Nix :,,eiet:tiye
arts colleges. 12 general liberal arts colleges. ;tnkl 13 COMMU

Culit!geS. Ills findings confirm those reported by Pace.
in which both selective :ind general liberal arts college stu
dents reported the highest eiwgement in sok ial and aca

actk mes I 199u Of interest was the strong invoke
mem of community college students in \\ riling activities and
et very imolvement in college activities ( mtside

the formal classr( ml setting. Except for the liberal arts stu
dents. much of \\ Ilat has been considered imokement in the
general life of the campus appears limited.

I 'Ilion mutt+ . the plissihle cont.( iunding effekt of residency
'w instituti( ma; type \\ as not addressed either h\ Pace ( 199)1
ir Baird I 199u I. It 'night that the distinctive effects found

in these studies f( it- the hheral arts institutions cmitikl he
ak mnted for h student opportmlities for involvement, rather
than to th(. lye of institution.

Risk arena and Chapman I l(N3 and Chapman and Pask'a
rella 19s3 hide measures if institutional type and coinmuter.tatt, ( Mc) year k onminter. four \ear lumilluter. lour
year residential in their path analytic study or retention at

1 l postscondar\ ( )1. interest is their finding that
residential institutions. persistenke was directly affected

1) sok !al engagement. but in two and four year commuter
settings. akademik ultegration \\ as indirektly related to per
sistenk through its direct effects on insututional commitment.
That is. «immuter institutions. th( Ise students who persisted
did st, hekause their ties to the k were strengthened
io thk.: classroom setting:.

\ further tinkling mtk erft, the rt (4.indkidual student
hak kground \ ariahles ses.. age. and class. At the res
idential four \ear instituti( ms. the effect of these lacturs un
ilersistcm indirek I and largek mediated hy sttej31 hue
gration. At the twm) and four \ car ct institutions, these
hak kground factors \cried dll'e0 and Unillediated etfcCt
'w persistence These findings suggest that commuter schook.
esp.\ tall\ Olt se that !MI to do elop mediating social nem( irks

ir their t (milliliter students. ma\ in fact simpl -pass
thiough- their students \\ idiom alfek ling them in any sub
stanual \\ a\ onmititei students, espek Lill\ those from khs
akkantaged hat kgr, qinds. \\ (.1( I not parukipate in potentially
mediating out ,(tl « peers and lak ult \
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ultimately may rkit learn how to take lull advantage of all the
college ()tiers, particularly in the area of personal develop
ment. Perhaps the high levels (if particination reported by
Pace ( 19Q01 and Baird ( I)9o) may aaributed to the sticial
mediation available to residential studenis i!-) smaller, more
per-3( trial institutional contexts

I 1. as wc.' have seen. the nature (if the c(immuter experient.e
limits the impact that an institution has on students and places
a premium on the contact that oimmuter.students enjoy in
the classroom. then we should consider a line of research that
has developed around the commuter experieme and c(im
muter institut

Residential and Commuter Institutions
"fwo of the earliest large scale nail( inal studies that sought to
untangle the mix or institutk mat type. residency status. and
student hackgnmnd were bv Chickering and Kuper ( I 9- I I

and Amin 19-3 I. Focusing on 13 liberal arts colleges some
predominantl\ residential. others pred(iminantly c(munuter
Chickering and Kuper f(itind important difR'rences in the
ockgrounds of commuter and residential students. It was

ffie great divide between the haves and the have mils. Parents
of residential students were wealthier and their children had
better high sch(Ril grades. higher aspirations. higher test
scores, broader interests, and broader nurposes in their rca
sons fiir pursuing A college degree. The effect ( it" residency

or commuter Mattis was t exaggerate rather than to reduce
the initial hat-kground differences Citing the Bible. Chickering
and Kuper say -to them who had more. was gi\ en: fnim then)
who had less, was taken awa\ ( p. 2-S9 ). Argi ling from a devel
()mental perspectke. Chickering and Kuper speculate that
dormitor living pro\ ides students with challenges for inde
pendent living that cannot he met by living at home. They
further argue that campus residential sittlalicms can serve as
intermediating units how een the o illege. the external -estab
lishment.- and the student. 'Mese r...sidential units and "the
cultures they represent AR' the pi incipal developmental agents
for cmillege students.' ( P. 2ho

Astin reports a series of multiple regressi< iii 111.111,,C,, (If ( HO)

data cm mllet. ted between 19(5o and li)l miii more than 2:3,00()
students at 213 institutions ( oflitirm thoNe

Chickering and Kuper o incerning the posit e effekl of dor
mitorv lm mg iii etention Recogni/ing the k onlounding oh

lea( lung 111111/e(11111(1,t;
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institutional type with residency status. Astin analyzed insti-
tutional type and residency status and found that at fouryear
colleges and universities, the chance of degree completion
in 1(101 years is enhanced by leaving home. In two-year col-
leges, the completion rates were uniformly low regardless
of whether the student lived in a dorm, at home, or in a pri-
vate residence.

The findings of Astin ( and Chickering and Kuper
were confirmed in a single institution study of older com-
muter students enrolled at a large research university
(Copland V'tmd 198S). In another study of older commuter
students at six metropolitan ( commuter) universities, Arnold
ct al. utilized CSEQ data from more than 3,000 students

19911. They were concerned with the relative contribution
envinmmental factors and student quality of effört factors

in accounting for student self reported gains. In most cases,
the effect of age, while negatively related to gains, was slight,
while perceptions of the environment exerted an effect at
least as important. The most consistently potent factor in
accounting for a range of pers()nal. academic, and vocational
gains was the effort that students put into their OWI1 studies
and their interpersonal on campus relationships.

'1.\\ o studies made use of statistical models derived from
Tinto's model of student withdrawal from college. In a path
analytic study of students enrolled at 11 two and four-year
institutions. Pascarelia and Chapman (1983) controlled for
student backgrmind and institutional type. They found that
living on campus had a direct and an indirect effect (through
social integration) on persistence. For the commuter insti-
tutions. naturally, the benefits of on campus residensey were
not available. In a recent causal analysis of the collegiate expe-
rience of alm( tst 1.000 students enrolled at six metropolitan
commuter institut Ins. Glower implemented a rnodel of stu-
dent gains using the Tinto constructs of academic and social
integrati(m ( 19)2 ). In her analysis, student background char
acteristics did not contribute directly to the model. Only the
degree (If a student's academic integration contributed to
gains hi general education.

In rein )spe('. the synthesis offered by I Pall and Kehoe
I kr I ) and the earlv studies of Chickering and Astin appear

to have been confinned by a consistent, though complex, se
lies of subsequent studies. 'the formal features of a college,
ink-hiding its size. type, and residential character, appear to
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exert a small hut consistent effect on student outomles. Large
sized institutic ins. without effective mediating units. and those
that.offer little opportunity for outof class social interaction
between students and peers and students and faculty. tend
to be less efficacious in affecting positive student outcomes
or retaining students to a timely degree completion. While
it is clearly p( issible for students to obtain a satisfactory edu
cation at these institutions. students who persist and expend
high quality effcirt in their academic work are more likely than
others to acquire a good education. This places a premium
on developing within students the sense of responsibility fcw
their own learning at just those schoc)ls at which the atmo
sphere for dciing so is the weakest. In the next sectic WI. we
will examine the nature of institutional ethos or environment
and its effect on student effort and responsibility.

The College Environment
Each of the four principal theorists has emphasized the role
of college environment in enhancing student outcomes. For
Pace, the college environnlent encompasses the physical
arrangements that contribute to student participation as well
as the role that the campus etluN plays in shaping students'
efforts. Thus. the campus cilvinulnlcill is the sum ( q" its per
ceived atmosphere. This atmosphere either can pr( inlote stu
dent eff(irt or discourage students from investing themselves
in the life of the campus. In Tifflo's model of student reten
(ion. satisfacuiry college outcomes (wcur wheii . over time and
tImnigh countless repetitive eno iunters with the s( icia I and
acadenlic features ()Idle campus. an individual's sense of
belcmging or commitment to an institution is strengthened
or degraded. Inst tuitional commitment then is a central causal
coinpment in his nuklel.

Tinto ( 19-5 1 reasons that central to his model of student
withdrawal is -the notion that perceptions of reality have real
effects on the observer . . . it is the perceptions of the indi
vidual that are important' p. I. l'he level of belonging that
a student experiences subsequently afiects the student's coin
mitment to a specific college and generally affects the desire
to press on to degree completion. In Pascarella's model. the
institution's environment may indirectly affect college out
oink's through its shaping effect on the quality of student
dli irt and the frequency and quality of faculty ;uld peer inter
actions with students. The il,iture of the campus elivironment,

linwmg thing mio I cariumg .15



in turn, is shaped by the formal features oldie college ( size.
type. percent residential. selectivity ) and the hackgrounds
of the students who are admitted. In Astin's theory of student
involvement, institutional policies and practices are shaped
by the extent to which they pron.li,te students' involvement
in their studies

Each of these the( wists sees a facilitating role for the campus
environment. A crucial feature of each of these varied but
related approaches is the students' sense (w perception that
they are in a place that supports learning in general and their
personal learning and gr()wth in particular. The term "envi
ronment.- or "ethos.- is a very br(rad construct. It may refer
to the physical, social, organizational. c ultural. or psycholog
ical properties of a k.ollege or university. Baird. in his thor-
ough re\ iew of the literature on college envirl inments. sug
gests that they may he studied in four ways: demographically.
perceptually. hehavk wally. and through a c(imbination of the
preceding three meth( ids.

For the purposes of this review, the aspect ( d the environ
ment that ;:ppears to have been nu)st imp:wtant in understand
ing the link between what the college offers and student
responsibihty is the psychological feel or climate of the cam
pus. Thi psychological dimension typically has been ad
dressed as a perceptual phenomena and has been studied
thniugh student and faculty responses to questionnaire items.
That is. the institution is crucial in accounting for mudent out-
comes. One important advantage of regarding the college
environment as a perceptual phenomena. amenable to paper
and pencil questkinnaire type descriptions, is that the result
ing quantitative descripticwis are incorporated readily int() the
regression and causal rn(ideling appnuches that we have pre
viously re\ iewed.

The aspect of the perceptual environment that we will
examine is the students' perceptions that they "fit- into the
c(illege enyininment. If students goals can be realized, then
the en\ in inment is generally supportive of their devel(pment.
'Ibis sense of lit. belonging, or integration is an important de
molt in affecting the quality of students' efforts and shapes
the extent and nature of students' end( ninters with Faculty and
peers.

Institutional and Individual Fit
The concept of "fit- has a long histor in pseholog one
line of research concerning the impact of the college en\ i
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ronment on student hehavior and ultimately college outcomes
fiillows from Tinto's use of the "fit- construct in the college
context. Citing Rl X itman ( 19-2 I. Finto argues that .oluntary
withdrawal from college can he seen as the cumulative strain
produced hv a lack cif "person role- fit hetween the student
and the normative academic and social expectations of the
institutic in. Thi: ,:umulative strain erodes an individual's corn
mitment and loyalty to the c(illege and ultimately leads to
withdrawal.

'typical of this work is a study by Pascarella and Chapman
( 1 983 1. who ) 'conducted a multi institutional path analytic
study of student persistence. Their findings affirm the cen
tralitv of institutional commitment on persistence at four Year
coniniuter and residential institutkins and at two year colleges.
Of interest was their tinding that at the residential four-Year
schools. institlak Mai kivalty was largely affec..ted hy a student's

integrati(m. while at the commuter campuses. cOmmit
ment was influenced primarily iw academic integration.

As a I( dIMV up to the differential findings for commuter and
residential institutions. Pascarella. Dubv. and Iverson ( 1983 )
conducted a I( ingitudinal path analytic study of 269 freshmen
enrolled at a large urban. commuter. doctoral institution. Their
findings confirm the role that academic integration plays in
shaping instituti( inal commitment. li(iwever. in this single
institution study. institutional co mimitment did not have a sig
nificant effect on persistet,ce decisions at the end of the fresh
man vear. These find:ngs again were confirmed by Glover
f 1992 I who. tv,ing a data St .1 based on responses to Pace's
(:,F.c.), implemented Tinto's model of persistence at six con)
muter stitutions. I 'sing causal im ideling techniques. she
found that the only significant ct intrihutor to institutional com
mitment was the degree of student academic integration.
I. 'nlike Pascarella. Dubv. and Iverson ( 1983 I. Glover found
that commitment significantly affected students self reported
gains in general educatic in. although to a mucl) lesser extent
than did academic integration 'Terentini and Wright ( 198- ).
using :in abridged ersion 01-Tinto's model. also report tot
thy impact cut academic integration is a crucial feature in
t-etenti( cii

Ancithier line cit research) developed separately from that
of-Tinto hut consNent with his thinking was :idvanced hy
John bean i 198H I. Beall,' thinking was inf.( irmed lw studies
cit turn( Acr in die workplac e. At that time Bean. using causal

/C It 1111.(J IIW.11111g
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modeling and data collected at a major Midwestern university
with more than 1,000 freshmen. defined a variable termed
"institutional commitment.- Specifically. Bean described it
as "the degree of loyalty toward membership in an organi-
zation... Results of the analysis indicated that for both men
and women. institutional commitment was the single most
important variable in accounting for persistence.

In an attempt to untangle the interrelationship between
students perfigmance in college and their satisfaction with
college. Bean and Bradley conducted a secondary analysis
of student data collected at a single institution (1986). One
of the key variables in the model was institutional fit, which
was defined by a series of items tapping a student's sense of
bekinging at the university. They found that satisfaction with
being a student had a greater influence on performance (GPA)
than did perfiirmance on satisfaction. That is, GPA did not
have .is great an influence on satisfaction as satisfaction did
on GPA. Institutional fit was found to be the single most
important predictor of satisfaction for women and the third
best predictor for men. Thus college loyalty is related to the
satisfactk in that students derive from being students, and this,
in turn, affects perfiirmance.

\\ bile the wiirk of Tinto and Bean are complementary, it
remained fin- Cabrera et al to demonstrate the empirical con-
vergence of these two approaches ( 1992). Of interest to us
is their examinatiim if Tint( institutional.commitment con
struct and Bean's institutional fit construct. Using causal mod-
eling moll( dology and data derived from traditional aged
+1 udents at a single institution. they tested the efficacy of each
construct separately and then the overlap between the, two
in A third analysis. They report a stning correlatkin between
the two constructs ( r = .-9 ). and a model that examined the
equality il the ccinstructs proved highly satisfactory.

Pace lus pri Aided an important perspective in understand
ing the role ()flit between the individual and the campus
t 198 it. I le suggests that students who perceive their envi
ronment R be friendly. congenial. open. accessible, and sup
pi naive are tin we likely to be satisfied with their experience
than students who sense that the campus conlmunity is closed
to them. Further. Pace suggests that when congruency or
person en\ in innient fit exists, students are !mire likely to
achic\ e their ikadentic and social objectives for coming to
()liege
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Pace has expressed his views about the environment in the
form of rating scales which are part of the CSEQ ( 198-4). Two
major constructs are defined: the relational environment,
which includes a student's perception of the accessibility of
faculty and administrators and the friendliness of other stu
dents, and the mission or purpose of the college, either schol
arly. aesthetically, or vocationally oriented. These two aspects
of the environment (relational and mission constitute the
ethos of the campus, and individuals who tit the emphasis
of a campus are more likely to be supported in their learning
and development.

As part of the normative study of the CSEQ. Pace reports
on the relative contribution perception of the environment
makes in predicting self reported student gains in a large.
multi institutional data set ( 19g2). Across four types of gains,
student perception of environment makes a small but signif
icant contribution. In each regression analysis, environment
measure accounted for a small proportion of the variation
in the gain measure. Of course. the largest single contributor
was the quality of effort students put into their work. Pace
reports an analysis of the environment scales by institutional
type in the CSEQ manual ( I984 ). Liberal arts institutions are
more likely than either doctoral universities or public, com
prehensive colleges to report large proportions of students
who perceive the climate as accessible and supportive of
scholarly and intellectual activities. The public, comprehensive
institutions and the less selective, general liberal arts colleges
are more likely to emphasize vocational competence for their
students.

In a study of student quality of effort and institutional envi
ronment at six selected metropolitan universities. Arnokl
al., using multiple regression. found that a positive interper
sonal climate contributed in a small hut significant wav to stu
dent gains in personal devek pment, general education. and
vocational preparation ( 19911. The perceived emphasis on
scholarly activities ccintributed to gains in all areas other than
vocational preparedness. 'the perceived emphasis on voc:t
tional skills contributed nit )st heavily to self reported gains
in vocatkmal preparaticm. An effiwt b Nlencke. Sahtm, and
Kroc. using causal model;ng procedures in .1 pilot study of
retentkm at a large doctoral institution, fmnd that Pace's rela
tional environment items. drawn from the (NE.Q. were pus
itivelv related to student involvement fi w male students (

'Iii ming ii,aching into reaming
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In a study to apply and develop I )ace'N general model of
student outcomes. Davis and Nlurrell 1993 ) employed causal
Inodeling procedures on a large sample t )1-students drawn
from Kuh et. al.'s -Involving Ca illeges- study ( 19) 1 1. Like
Arnokl et al.. this study was not designed to examine the
effects of institutional demographics ( size. type. percent res
identiall on students' percepti( ins of the envininment. Rather,
it examined the manner in which student background. per-
ceived instittatitmal climate. and student ell( wt interacted to
affect student gains. They found that the perceived institu
tional envinmment exerted an important shapinp effect on
all the model's components. They concluded that a facwt.aive
environment favorably shapes perceptions of other aspects
of the instituticin's mission ( scholarly and vi)catic)flral) and
facilitates student responsibility as well. A supportive envi
ronment had a direct and indirect impact on learning. devel
opment. and vocational preparedness. Environment led to
imp()rtant direct eikvts on students academic and social
effort. Effort. in turn, was the most important contributor to
self reported caitcotnes.

Qualitative Approaches
Before closing this section on :..ollege en\ frt >nment. we need
to join with others (Tinto 198-: Threnzini and Pascarella 1990:
Pascarella 1991) in welcoming cjoalitative studies of how stu
dents from various backgrounds perceive the college envi
ronment and, in turn, work to achieve their collegiate goals.
Over the last 10 years and especially the last five. s( >me excel
lent descriptions of colleges as cultural entities have been
written. No doubt this approach will continue to bear fruit
in the future (11( irowitz 198"; Kuh and Whitt 1988: Masland
198C: NIA:1u 19911. These descriptions pn wide much texture
and offer rich. often powerful. images of the college expe
rience. Ikvo such qualitative studies offer important examples
of the way in which qualitative approaches. informed by th
ories of college outcomes. can enrich our understanding of
the collegiate experience Lw students

Ge wge Kuh and his associates present the results of
hundreds of interviews with students. faculty. and campus
administrators at 1 i diverse institutions nominated as 'Amok-
ing ( lleges- ( I ). Their perspective was int.( wmed by the
work of Pace. Astin. Pascarella. and Timo The findings emplia
size the importance of focusing on creating disti lcIi\e insti
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tun( mai contexts that emphasiie the important e of student
responsibility and initiative.

narniwer hut more fik used study of the influence of stu
dent perceptions on st wial integration sought to test Tinto's
model of student departure. (Airistie and Dinham interviewed
25 full time freshman swdents at a single large research uni
yersitv ( 199 1 1. Of th()se 25 students, four withdrew foml col
lege. The findings. it iilowing hnto. confirmed the importance
of sticial integration in retention decisk ms. Of note. however.
was the importance of external influences on students' ability
to become integrated. The findings highlight the importance
of high ,..chool friends and family in limiting time spent on
campus and thus interfering with the abihty of students to
fit in and make the transition to college life. This alienation
from a college circle may contribute to a sense of social iso
kition and thus ercide a st udent's commitment.to complete
tx Rirsewi uk. Clearly. this study is Ct )11,,istent with prevk nis
(111;tnn(:Uk rest:art:II ;Ind I( )1Vc.'s iS It) think deeply abota the
importance of noncollegiate ir.fluences on degree
ompletion.

Summary and Retrospective
In ct including this section. it is appropriate to look hack and
reflect on what has passed. The college environment can be
understood It> consist of two ctimponents: the first defined
by the formal demographic features of the insti;:ition and the
second by the in.dividual student's sense t'fbelonging or fit

ithin the institution The demographic features, especially
large institutional si/c and ct Hummer CUitteXt. exert a small
but inhihitorv effect on student outcomes. 'Me absence of
smaller St. ,de spaces. either pscholi igkll or physical, may
contribute lit a sense of ani alit: in which the individual can
tind no like minded t omrades with whom to share the college
passage. The latter. psycholi igital feel ur the campus, emx.

the ',efts(' ()la good lit between the school and the indi
(itlual. tan fat ilitate posit i\ e student outcomes such as per
sistent and t prom( )1,.. a climate in which students are
willing to Inv( the themsel\ cs in their academic work.

It would he easy tt t helic%e that our lack of success lies not
in ourscl( es hut in our en( ironment that is, t au organi7it

)ns. leaders. t tr s( K iCR )(I news fitr campus (Omni

LstivI"rs I` I hat re",eAR h ',uggests campus environment can
ht a m ( if strcitgtli ft H. I, .irncrs if small scale. human

WI" Itvuil/ril.'

It would be
easy to believe
that our lack
of success
lies not in
ourselves
but in our
environment
that is, our
organizations,
kaders, or
society.
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environments--supportive of learning and learnersare
created. The good news for students is that they can achieve
their personal and academic goals if they take some respon-
sibility. The most important factor that affects student learning
is what the student does The environment may shape or press
an individual, but it does not determine college outcomes.
Determination of college outcomes lies with faculty and
administrators but, most of all, with students.
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COLLEGE OUTCOMES

What battle uas ez,er won without an effort? What great
act achiel'ed without resolution?
Helme

In the preceding sections we have examined the contribution
that individual student characteristics make to the outcomes
of college, and we have reviewed the effect of the college
environment upon students. As a broad generality, what stu-
dents bring to college in the form of their background is rel-
atively unimportant in determining what they take from the
experience. In the case of gender, it does affect the way in
which they relate to the academic and social life of the campus.

The formal features of the college environmentespecially
large sized, as we have seencan exert a small but negative
impact on a student's sense of belonging and thus inhibit
involvement. Of some importance is the degree to which stu-
dents perceive they fit in. That sense of connectedness or
community may serve to promote satisfactory collegiate out-
comes such as retention, personal development, and intel-
lectual gains. While the role of the collegiate environment
appears to he more significant than student background in
promofing college outcomes, neither exerts a decisive effect.
As we will see in the next section, the factor that is overrid-
ingly important in understanding why students do well or
poorly in college is the extent to which they invest themselves
in their college work.

Tinto and Pascarella: Integration and Interaction
In this section we will approach the review of the evidence
of the effect of student responsibility on positive college out-
comes from the perspective of the majorcontributors to this
conversation. The perspective of Tinto has been investigated
by Pascarella and his colleagues and students. Pascarella's
emphasis on the importance of student-faculty and student-
peer interactions on college outcomes has grown from Tinto's
academic and social integration constructs. For this reason,
we will examine the research which followed from both of
these theoretical approaches as a single body.

Tinto makes a sharp distinction between academic and
social integration ( 1975). He defines students' academic inte
gration as the congruence of development and intellectual
expectations with the normative standards of the institution.
Social integration is a congruence between an individual's

TurmngTembing into learning 5:s
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expectations for peer and faculty contact and support and an
institution's standards for such support. Tinto notes that social
interactions, especiall\ those with faculty, are likely to pro-
mote academic integration. Thus, a student's interactions with
students and peers can either encourage or diswurage aca-
demic work. For Pascarella. the importance of studentfaculty
and student-peer interaction lies in the fact that these inter-
actions can orient students to expected behavior at college.
This, in turn, will promote or discourage the level of student
effort and perhaps directly affect student outcomes as well.
As these two complementan perspectives share a common
research base, we will examine that base as a single body.

\X'e have tabled selected research studies that deal with the
nlle of student integration and studentfacultv and student
peer interaction. The studies were chosen fOr several reasons.
Some were selected because they represent significant,
ground breaking efforts. Most were selected because they lea
tured strong methodologies; others because they represented
interesting findings or suggested new directions. Ve have
focused on the mt)st important findings and tabled only the
mt)st robust effects reported in the studies.

Thble 1 lists a consistent series of studies that emphasize
the importance of academic and social integration and inter
actit m with faculty and peers in college outcomes. Closer
examination suggests six other interesting findings which have
implications for our understanding (if the sometimes complex
way in which student integratitm is tied to college outct)mes
as well as conducting future research in this area.

TABLE 1

Summary of Findings for Student Integration

Study & Date Sample Analysis Principal Findings
Independent Variables
on Outcome Variables

Pascarella One university Regression and student faculty
and 'Feren/ini treslunan discriminant informal
( 19 ) interaction on retentitni

Threnzini One university MANO\ A and Academk and social
and Past:arena liesliman discriminant integration on
t 19-- ) persistence
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Study & Date

Teremum
and Pam mei la

1980

TABLE 1 (continued)

Summary. of Findings for Student Integration

Sample Analysis Principal Findings
Independent Variables
on Outcome Variables

One urii%ersity
freshman

Regression sxf and faculty
dis(ussion on academic
petit wmance
2) Faculty discussion
on intellectual
develi rment
3 I Peer interaction on
permlnal devel()pment

Pasta: II.i One tumersity :\RX)VA and Student faculty

antl Tt.ren/un freshman discriminant relath ins on

t Posu i
persistence

Munro Nati( 0,11 Path :Academic

' 1981 i N Is 72 analysis integration on

longitudinal persistence and insti
tutiimal commitment

Endi ( c unkersit l'ath Fequenc of formal

and I Impel four year analysis and informal Faculty

19s2 li ingit th li nal
contact on personal.
intellectual outcomes
and satisfaction hut

I I I tin grades

Pascarella. I )ne unrkersit% Path Academic integnnion

I hih,.. I\ ersoll freshman analysis on persistence

I Pix3 ) ci iminuters

Pascarella t )ne tamCrlh Path i 1 Academic and social

and kv.11/tni treshm.in ,inalvms integration i in

1 1983i resit letuldi t'Ol1111111ment &

persistence

1111.11111.e /Olt /111 1,1.1. 11111, ita171111,1:
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Summary of Findings for Student Integration

Study & Date Sample Analysis Principal Findings
Independent Variables
on Outcome Variables

Pascarella Commuter and Path 1)Academic and socialand Chapman residential analysis integration on( 1983) two and four year institutional commitment
institutions and degree commitment
freshman 2) Institutional and

degree commitment
on persistence
3) Social integration
key for residential
4) Academic integration
key for commuter

Terenzini, One selective
Theophilides, and university
Luning three year
( 1984) longitudinal

Regression Classroom involvement
in academic skill
devekTment

Weidman One urban university Interviews Social integration( 1985) low SES, important in minority
female persistence

Volkwein, King, One university
and Terenzini transfer
( 1986 ) students

Regression 1 )Classroom involvement
on intellectual skill
development
2) Quality student
faculty contact 00 aca
demic ccmtent

Hearn Tkvo universities Path Academic performance( 198") analysis on aspirations for grad
udate study

St oe( ker, National Path Academic and social
Past arella, and Wolfle C1RP data analysis integration on
(1988 ) longitudinal persistence
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Summary of Findings for Student Integration

Study & Date Sample Analysis Principal Findings
Independent Variables
on Outcome Variables

Walleri and One community Interviews 1) Faculty contact

Peg lowHoch college key in persistence

()988) poorly 2) Peer contact

prepared important in

students persistence

Glover Six commuter Causal 1) Academic

(1992) urban modeling integration on

universities institutional and degree
commitment
2) Gain in general
education

Mutter One large urban
(1992) community

college

Regression

First, we see in Table 1 a remarkably long, theoretically
informed string of studies On the factors associated with stu-

dent withdrawal. Over the last 15 years, our understanding
of the role of student integration in a variety of settings with

different student groups and different outcome measures has

left us with a solid undei.standing of the importance of devel

oping academic programs and practices which promote sw
dent integration.

Second, as we scan down the column marked "Sample,"

we are struck by the progression from single-institution stud
ies with limited generalizability to multi-institutional, com-
parative studies to those that make use of national data bases
(C1RP, NIS72). Thus, the state of the art in this field of study

really places a premium on multi-institutional studies. Excep-

tions to this, however, are those studies that break ground
by attempting to test our generalities with different groups

1) Institutional
commitment on
persistence
2) Academic integration
on persistence
3) Social inkegration
of minimal influence
on persistence
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of individuals or with little studied institutional types. such
as the community college. For these, earl) studies may profit
from initial single institution. "descriptive- studies. although
we anticipate that stronger work will need to make use of
mition.A data sets. And most recently, a set of studies sam .

ined the role of student integration in the community college
setting and the status of underrepresented gr(mps.

as with study samples, we (bserve some interesting
developments in methcklology. Early Studies made use of
regressi( in and analysis of variance (ANCAA designs. Metho
dologically. the state of the art studies in this field now reg
ularlv make use of path models or structural equati( in models
as a means of exploring the direct and indirect effects of theo
rent-ally derived variables on one another and ,,) odlege out
comes. Of special interest is the recent use of qualitative.
interview based studies. These may prt wide st.h(ilars and prac
titioners with i riclik textured vision of ht 1V. NRicklils grow
and learn.

in the c( duinn titled -Principal Findings.- we are
struck with the consistency of the idence that student faculty
interactitm and academic integration exert a direo and impor
tant effect on persistence. intelleoual and academic outcomes.
and institutional loyalty. Peer relanons appear to he important
in enhancing persistence and personal de.,elopment. These
findings appear (!speciall strong in comniuter settings and
the cinumunity college. tiocial integration appears t , play its
stningest role in the residential institution. and the evidence
for its contribution in the commuter setting is mixed. Of
ci >tam:, these studies tell us ahulit issues in current. practice.
Indeed, there is Yen little (:\ itlence regarthng the rote that
social integrati( in might play in c(inimuter settings ila con
certed effort was made to -.AK:Lill\ ( Ike c(inulluters and
ni( Al: them to actk e learning with peers and faculty. Fhe
existing studies describe how things are. not II( A\ die\ might
hec(

kstin and Student Involvement
The best single mitirce oh et idence concerning the importance
of student imolvement 1 prilith )ling t ),,jtjvc ti dlegjah,' mut
cc in,rn Astill', (mit nuts..,1\ e analysis ( tithe
nail( nal C1R1 att.t set hS'. I For Amin. 4tithcni int 1 dt (Anent
is a 1m Lid hut simple ( on( ept Inman\ . he tlefined Audent
int ()It cmcnt is Ow 'am( ph Sit al and 1,,,(11 uhapt
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energy that the sw(..lent devotes to the academic experience-
( t98.i. p. 29-1. More recently. AMin has expanded this concept
of it-milt-einem to include a nuige of practices that bring a
student and college ttigether. In his book 1.1.bat Matters in
6llIege. Astin applies his I E 0 model ( input. environment,
output to the analysis of the kingitudinal records I. more
than 21.00() students enrolled at literally hundreds of insti
unions nationwide. Ecir Astin. student involvement is an aspect
of the envirtmment. along with instituticinal practices, fac.ul

ties. and peers. In his model using multiple regression anah

sis, he accounts f(ir student "input- characteristics first and

then assesses the contribution that varh)us student involve
ment behaviors make to college t. mtomies. Some of the mea
sures of inohement that are assessed include hours spent
suidying. participatk in in vari( ins pri igrams. and contact .;,:ith

peers. Clearly. there is much conceptual overlap between
Ast in's student invcilvement the( iry and Tinto's cc incept (if sui

dent imegraliiin. l'-iscarella. in promoting the e.mportance of
fat ulty and student peer interattion. also provides a theoret

ical link (
Astin's -analysk is far ranging. there are three areas

of student inlokement that are especially inlportant It ir (air
purposes: in ilvement with tither students. w ith faculty. and

ith work ( I()93). "hen students report t l()se. personal rela
tionships with one or nu we faculty members, exemplified
by the student as being a guest in a professor's home. assisting
in teaching. ( ir working on a research project with a faculty
member. ft iF example. a w ide variety of ptisitive outcomes

sittldent l'aculty (intact i:- oil-related with student, sat

isfaction, lege GM, gr:kluation. and enrollment in graduate
sch( nil tich interaction. e% en afier controlling for most indi

idual student difierences. is p( isithely a,,!-,uciated with intel

iectual and.persi mai growth.
As with student laculty ilvement, the involvement of

ql1LICIll \kith line another au iund siicial and acadenut topics

Priam ites \\ ide id pi isit ie iitgOAMN (Nell after on
trolhng Ion man individual and !ilStillItitmal dillerences.
\\lien qtident,, help unc Inc then tin claY, projects. discuss
assignments. partit ipate in sit. ial orgami.ati( Pits. or simply

dillerent kinds ut peuple. gni id things follow.
.-NtlidellP, II liii are si ii. tall\ 'milked also make gains in general
kit( iw ledge and intelle( (nal skills and tend to be more sat

istled dicgc (Apt .nwnt spet al intercsi ts lih

I io mug lort ;wig mli, I t,uirtrol,t;
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finding that peer tutoring is strongly correlated with academic
outcomes. including GRE scores.

There are some kinds ot involvement, especially those
which take students away from their studies or isolate them
from the campus environment, that appear to have a negative
effect on college outcomes. Asiin reports that the single larg-
est negative effect on degree completion is holding a full-
time or a part-time job off campus (1993). Working has a neg-
ative effect on other outcomes too, such as GPA, growth in
cultural awareness, college satisfaction, and willingness to
re-enroll in college. The effects are apparent even after con-
trolling for individual and institutional differences. Student
commuting produces nearly the same strongly negative effects
as holding a lob off campus. These factors, prevalent at today's
metropolitan universities, work to undermine the very goals
for which students strive in attending college. Evidently, when
compared with students without external obligations, employ-
ment off campus and commuting to campus diminish the fre
(poky and strength of a student's involvement with faculty
and peers. One is left to wonder if institutions do their stu
dents a service by.promoting themselves as accessible without
als() clearly indicating that student obligations for involvement
extend beyond mere appearances in classes.

Pace and th.T. Quality of Student Effort
We hzwe previously described Pace's theory of college
impress. The theory's central feature, which accounts tOr col-
lege student learning and development, is the quality of effort
that students invest in their college experience. This includes
taking advantage of the physical accommodations that the col-
lege offers aS well as participating in the academic and social
life of the institution. The extent to which a student invests
high quality of effort is marked by the time and depth of com-
mitment a student gives to the college experience (Pace
1982). Indeed, a unique feature of Pace's questionnaire is the
assumption that all of the activities ineasured are voluntary.
Each act presunles some initiative on the part of the student.
This feauire makes the concept of quality of effort and the
CSEQ especially appropriate to our understanding of student
responsibility.

Pace's definition of effort is clearly comparable to Astin's
dellnitk ni (if involvement as the in\ estnlent of "physical and
psych()I( tgical energy" ( I()Ki ). Pace's operationalization of
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quality of er.ort, through the 14 scales of the CSEQ. encom
passes Tinto's academic and social integration construct as
well as Pascarella's specification of effort and student faculty

and peer interaction. In this overlap between the theories of
Tinto. Pascarella. Astin, air.1 Pace. we see a broader and uni
fying construct which is students' responsibility for their own
learning. Wird.t makes Pace's contribution unique is his thor
ough description of what constitutes responsible student

behavk w.
As discussed previously, Appendix I contains a description

of the 14 quality of effort scales which collectively describe

what is meant by student responsibility.
Unfortunately. as Pascarella and Terenzini mac, relatively

few published studies have utilized the CSEQ in studying the

manner in which student effort works to achieve student
learning and development ( 1991). The fullest use of the CSEQ

and the concept of quality of effort has been made by
hundreds of colleges aaoss the country. These instituth ns

purposes and findings have largely been directed at res( dying

kical problems. For example, Pace describes the use of the
CSEQ at four separate colleges and universities as a Rio! in

accreditation self study processes ( 1988). Other uses include
special studies for particular kit-al groups: use as a zool in

improving student retention and the quality of student life:
facilitating'discussion on campuses about teaching and learn

ing; and as a contributing element in institutional renewal.
Another example of k teal use was presented lw Pace in a svm

posium c(mvened at the 1992 meeting of the Ass( wiaticmhw

the Study of Iligher Education. The syniposium fe:aured
longitudinal studies completed at different institutii ins. Each

of the four institutions made use of the CSEQ in a test retest

situation for distinctly local purposes.
An example of a single institutional applicaticin oldie (:iF.c.)

is provided by Flannelly in which two freshman and senk w

classes :a the l'niversity of North C:11%dina were surveyed
using the CSEQ kw the purpi)se of describing -student pn

gress here at Lie Link ersity" 1990 1. Their findings suggested
that high levels of student faculty contact c( ancided with
str(wig student quality of effi wt, and that student achie\ einent
and develiipment appeared io folk Ay 11.1 mi high levels of siLi

dent effort.
Ve believe that a 1110( 'c literature regarding stu

dent effort has been accumulated lw individual iiistittitii am

Turtling liwching Imo I earirm,Q
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A unique
feature of
Pace's
questionnaire
is the
assumption
that all of the
activites
measured are
voluntary.



l'nlike the instrumentation that was devek Ted to examine
the theoretical constructs of Tinto and Pascarella or the ele
gant secondary analysis completed by Astin of CIRP data.
Pace's CSEQ has largely been used for practical purposes. Per
haps one of the reasons the CSEQ has been so wklely used
is that the content of the instrument is so obviously related
to learning and student development.

Of the several published studies which do make use of the
CSEQ. two are single.institution inquiries that fail to control

w individual differences. Stone and Strange administered
the CSEQ to a sample of 238 student athletes at a single, large.
NCAA Division 1 A institution ( 1989). They found that gender
was substantially unrelated to the quality of effort of student
athletes. In fact. the athlete group differed in only small ways
from a nonathlete comparison group. In another singL: insti
tuticinal study, Orv and I3mskany used the CSEQ to describe
students enrolled in twt) special academic pnigrams and to
compare them with students enrolled in the regular curric
11111111 ( 19881. The two special programs were an honors pro
gram and a "transitit m" program designed for disadvantaged
students.

l'sing one way ANO\ A and pairwise correkition procedures,
the researchers concluded that the honors group showed a
greater level of effort than the other groups and reported mak
ing greater academic and personal sticial gains. Noteworthy
was the finding that both special pn)gram gnmps ( honors
and transition I "appeared to get nuire for their effort than
did the regular students- ( p. 128). 'Hwy conclude that the
distinctive envinmment and unique opportunities for learning
of these two special progratns may have led to stronger active
participatit in in the college experience and thus greater self
reported gains.

Two studies which do make use or nuilti.institutional data
sets and multivariate analytical pnicedures are tht Ise offered
by Arnold et al. ( 1991 I and Davis and Murrell (1993). Each
of these studies has made use ol the CSEQ data base main
tained lw Pace at I CIA's Center lOr the Study of Evaluation.
fil)th studies focused on instituti( ins with specific character
istics. The former study included six nietropilitan universities.
and the latter 11 "involving institutions." For both studies,
a portion or the data was gathered under the auspkvs or the
College Experiences studs by Ruh et al. I 1991

Arnold et al. I 1991 C. using multiple regressii in analysis.
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included both individual student background ch..tracteristk.s

and pert.-eptii ins of the collegiate environlikait aking with four

measures of student effiwt Ri predict a N-arietv of college gains.

The hi quality of efliirt scales were Rsduced to four additive

effort factors. These factors were titled academic effort. inter
Permilt.al elfw-1. Use (if group facilities. and Effort in sciencc.

Of the statistically significant relaticinships. those with the larg

est standardized beta weights fiir each gain measure included:

Interpersonal effort and facilities use affected gains in per

minal devektpment:
Effort in science and affected gains in science and

techmilogy:
Interpersonal and academic elf( irt affected gains in gen
eral educdtion:
Effort in science and academics affected gains in intel

lectual skills: and
The vocational en\ in innient of the institution and
academic eliort affected gams in Yiicational preparation.

\\ title in.stitutional envininment and the interaction effects

of student age and ennillment status also were sigoificant.

their contrilmtion to gains was relatk ely slight. Clearly these
results suggest that. RIF new majority students enrolled in met
ropolitan unkersities. the strongest contributor to student out

collies is the etiort that students put into their own studies.
Findings reported h\ Dm is and Murrell are o insistent with

th( ise described above l(m3 I. I sing causal modeling proce
dna.s that allowed for the identilk atii in of dire( and indirect
diet ts, a model tit MUdeill (alto titles was built on the basis

(if Pace's general the( ti)
Controlling lin. student .ariahles including sex, age. and

funik backgri Rind the researdiers t iund that academic effort
made the Mr( mgest contributi( in to gains in general education.

Kul elf( irt made ile sm ingest ii )11friblItit in to gains ill pk.ar

mial and si it al eli ipment. and at ademic (Air( and a gen

eiall suppon it(' relational elk /mem made the strongest
intribut Ii ills lu \ preparedness.
\\ hile these two studies strongly support Pace's Pr( iposltion

that the quaht ut a student's etft )rt istlie most important lac

tor Iii t tuttutilIg tor student outcomes. they are limited in

that the institutit nul samples used rellek I ttil ertain kinds

( it ii 'lieges I htee ol the int 'NI ii imprehenst\ t. studitus of the
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impact of quality of effort on student outcomes were com-
pleted by Pace, making use of the CSEQ data base accumu-
lated at (VIA (1982; 1984; 1990). In these studies, Pace used
the normative data gathered in the process of instrument
development and the subsequent accumulated data from col-
leges and universities who used the CSEQ.

Pace reports the results of two separate multiple-regression
analyses of CSEQ data (1982; 1984). The results of the first
analysis of data collected in 1979 at 11 varied colleges and
the second, conducted on data collected at eight additional
institutions. are quite consistent. When student background,
status, environment, and. finally, quality of effort variables
were entered into the regression model in order, both analy.
ses showed that the effort scales make a large contribution
in accounting for student gains. This was true even after con-
trolling for student background, status, and environment.
Effort was strongly related to gains in personal development.
general education, and science, and moderately so for gains
in general intellectual skills and vocatkmal preparedness. Gen-
erally, these findings proved to be consistent with subsequent
research which made use of the CSEQ.

In the book The l'hdergrachuites, Pace makes use of a
"breadth index." a construct which has great promise for
theory testing research conducted with the CSEQ (1990). The
breadth index represents by a single figure the extent of a
student's college effOrt acro Ns all of the CSEQ's quality of
effort scales. Breadth of effort has been defined as the "num-
ber of areas of college experience in which a student's quality
of effort score is all( we average" ( p. 115). As many students
are nonresidential, if we exclude the scale that taps residency
there are 13 quality of effort scales. A student who produces
an above average level of eltOn in It) of the 13 scales would
have a breadth score of 10. Similarly. a student who is
involved in only three axas would have a breadth index of
three. Now. it happens that not all students excel in all areas,
nor do most students fail to exert effort in at least one or two
areas. The distributkm of breadth scores reported by Pace for
more than 10,000 students enn oiled at 33 various colleges is
approximately normal.

This concept of "breadth- captures the spirit of the college
experience perhaps better than any other aggregate measure
of effort. In analyzing the impact of breadth of eftOrt on col
lege gains. Pace presents a table that ciwnpares studems Nvith

./
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low breadth scores (0.3) with those who have high breadth

scores (9 13). In general. students with limited involvement
across a range of areas report markedly lower gains across
all areas academic, social, and vocational. Another analysis
compares students with high and low breadth scores on col
lege satisfaction. The differences between the two groups is

vast. Of those with the highest breadth scores, more than 60

percent report being very satisfied with their college expe
rience, while more than 30 percent of the students with the

most limited breadth scores report being very or somewhat
dissatisfied with their college experience.

One of the features of the CSEQ that makes it a rich and

powerful instrument for local institutional improvement
efforts is the range and detail of the data that are provided

hy each of the 14 quality of effort scales. However. for theory
testing purposes, especially for regression and path analytic
modeling, the sheer number of ss..ales can be potentially dis

tracting from the central message of Pace's work. What is

needed is an integrative measure of a student's level of effiwt

that can he used with other data provided. perhaps, hy the

CSEQ or mixed with data from other sources. For work (>f this

kind, the breadth index should be a measure of choice.

Summary
We see a marked similarity in the findings that have been
derived from the work of Tinto, Pascarella, Astin, and Pace.

We are reminded of Pascarella and Terenzini's observation

that there is "a certain wholeness to the college experience-

( 1991. p. 626). That wholeness is found in the balance of
social and academic work that students who make positive

gains in college appear to experience. The totality of the col

lege experience includes classwork, important mentoring rela

uons ith faculty, and a peer group that shares and promotes
the intellectual adventure that is college. Students who take

the responsibility to .nvest themselves in this experience are
rewaided. institutions that promise students a college expe

rient.e for merely the price of tuition are making promises
the\ cannot keep.

Retrospective: Enhancing the College Experience
The body of research we have reviewed represents one of

the strongest and sustained accounts about w hat it takes to
sutk.eed in college. It speaks to students and th()se charged

I ut mug i,aching info earning
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with guiding our nation.s colleges and universities. We know
what is needed tc) enhance the college experience.

In this review, we have discussed the contributions of four
theorists. Each has provided a special perspective on the
essentials as well as the details of college success. Robert Pace
offers college impress" and the quality of student effort. \
cent 'Finto's ground breaking synthesis points ns to student
integration, both academic and social. as the driving force
behind satisfactory college outcomes. Ernest Pascarella has
given us :t theoretically elegant model that allows us to exam
inc the impact of college. in general, and studentfaculty and
student peer relations. in particular, on college outcomes.
Finally. Alexander Astin has sht)wn how involvement is thel
key to developing student talent. \Ve take the collective offer
ings of these theorists as a call kir student responsibility add
an institutional obligation to develop practices that require
and promote student invohement in the colkge experience.

Ve have tracked the methodok)gical development of the
state of the art in this field. This base reflects the careful accu
mulation of knowledge collectively nurtured by literally
hundreds of people over a half century of time. The research
base is built around theoretically informed. strong national
and multi institutional studies that take advantage of multi
variate statistical procedures. These techniques assist us in
establishing the generality or the findings as well as account-
ing Rir individual student and instituthinal differences.

\\ e know that the effects or initial, individual student dif
ferences on college outcomes are relatively slight and are
largely mediated by the manner in which the student engages
the college experience. In general. we are struck by the sim
ilarities rather than the differences between student groups
in the mariner in \\ hich student effOrt and institutional context
play 1 Ait in affecting college outcomes.

The college context has two elements: the structural lea
tures of the organ ifat in I si/e. type. character and the cli
mate or "ethos Generally. structural features that tend to iso
late students and pn mu ite an ethos of anonymity pfliduce
p(lur college I quo hues. ccillege climates that are characterii.ed
11\ .1 stutng sense of dtrectit HI and care nd du ise that buikl
student invok ement tend to prom( ite favbrable outcomes
direi th and indirectly by putnutting student faculty :hid
student peer relations as \\rIl as establishing an expectation
that stmlents \\ ill belwe rest.), insihk Finally, the decisive



ng e tlkit )1- in affeoing college outcomes is. the degree to

which students are integrated into the life of the cat pus. ink:
mot with faculty -And peers, and hectime involved in their

studies.
In the next section we will examine some initiatives in col

rege pn)granis and practices which resptind to the directions
indicated hy the research literature.

11(111111,t; It 'at /wig few-mug



Implications of Student Responsibility

Respmsibility's a string lie Can only see the midcfie of

Both ends are ma of siOt.
\X"illiam N1cFee

In dreams beqin respoisthilities
Delmore Schwartz

The concept of student responsibility can serve as a central

vision fOr understanding and enhancing teaching and learning

on college eanipuses. In this final section we will explore

some of the implications of this concept for researchers as
well as for administrators. faculty, and students.

Implications for Inquiry
Ve have seen in these pages the de%elopment of an idea. The

c(incept of student responsibility and its manifestation in stu-
dent behavitir, as central to the educational process. has

evolved slowly over the last 2.S years. Through this time, our

understanding (if what makes for a successful collegiate expe

rience has been informed increasingly by theory. Indeed.
theory-guided research in higher education is the key to

advancing ( mr understanding of this complex and changing

field. It is only in retrospect that we can fully grasp the

tance of deliberate theory testing and systematic research
informed by theory. \That we now take as a strong hody of

common knowledge must have looked far less certain and
incomplete to th(ise beginning c(illege outcomes studies of

the late I infs.
Our institutions are ci mplex. our students are diverse, and

the number of contributing factors to college outcomes is

great. Studies in our field must rely on large. multi
institutional data sets and multkariate statistical approaches

if we are to manage the difficulties attendant to -valid- and
-generalizable- km nyledge The day is hing past when simple
hivariate c(irrelatk ni or ANOVA designs will allow us to

advance our understmding in this field of study. \Ve must con

thine to develop theory that will guide our knowledge of
higher edm ation thRotigh time.

()ne's selecti( in of vat iahles reflects a yision or what is

important in d(..termining student out( (mies. It N our belief

that human devell vinent and academic achievement in col

lege k'ail he satistactorik act (muted for if the social context

and students' ability and willingness t( invest in their own

loithqt; rub, I eririmi,t;
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e(lucation are included in our calculations. A limiting and
superficial f()cus on the impact of classificatory variables on
outcome. without :tecounting for individual effort. social eon
text, or the complex process by whieh development occurs,
impoverishes the research act and our understanding cf the
way human-beings learn and devel( v.

Further work is needed which extends the principles of
student responsibility to groups of students that have not been
fully represented in past studies. We believe that subsequent
research will confirm the general importance of what students
themselves do in accounting for collegiate outcomes. Ve see
issues of student diversity as going betind demographics to
include individual differentes in learning preferences. ability.
and behavi(w as well as the interactit in effects of the environ
merit with these indiidual characteristics. `Ne believe that
there is a sti . mg need for research which accounts for other
influences on c( illege outcomes including institutional prac
tices, gi mvernance. culture. and context. inclusion of var
iables such as campus culture. g( wernance arrangements. lead
en:hip style, and institutitmal type will enrich tftir under
standing of the wav in which student responsibility can be
shaped by our practices.

Finally, we offer z1 reminder that the quantitative paradigm
has served us well in the advancemem of our kruiwledge of
institutional effect (in stud( nt development. Through large.
multi-institutional studies. using puteedures that are reph
cable. we have been able to produce Ilndings that are testable
and generalizable. Recently developed. sophisticated statistical
methodolt f.t.,,V and cC mmput r iapaNlit% havt enabled us to
analyze data sets that previously would have been unwieldy.
The theory that has resulted from this work. has provided a
rational and empirical model to supp( irt our intuitive sense
of lu Ay student development i ,t curs.

other methods that build on and augment this existing
knowledge alst tt ill serve our ct illective enterprise. Narrative
based approaches, used mindfully uf what has occurred in
the past. are necessary to tease (nit the nuances and discern
the subtleties that permeate the wide range t tf individual dif
Ierences f ittrui in today's ollege students It is lumped that
these two meth( itk dtigies will complement eat h other to give
us a tut ire complete and accurate picture ()Idle ((implex pro
cess the grm-th ol students as the mu\ c through our insti
tutions. The intemlay oil qualitam e and quantitatit studies



sh(iuld enrk h (air understanding and give shading and texture
to the mosak. that is our student.

Implications for Practice
In this report we have ()tiered a definition of student respon

descrihing what students sh( mid do to fully take
advamage of what college has to ()tier. Ve have examined
the ciintext or web of elements that shape students respon-
sibilib and thus ( ()liege (nitc'ille. Now is the time to con
sider recommendations ft it. institutional :action that center
around de% eloping and sustaining responsible student invol
vement in college life. In truth, we approach this task with

ci insiderahk. )ver the past decade there has been
a stead stream of rec ommendatic ins for institutimal polk-y
and practice that Itas centered around issues of student invol
cement. integration. ;Wit\ e learning. student diversity. student
Oho. and respiinsibilit

The early ILNIs saw a gn ing ct int crn for the effectiveness
of American higher education This ct irk-ern initially found
expressu in in a I I kpartment of Education rep( irt authored
by several of the most respected figures in the field. In 1984,
the National Institute of Education study group. under
the chairmanship if Kenneth Mortimer. issued its Inmh.ement
in leiwning rep( wt. 'len years ag ithe group warned that "the
realities (if student learning. curricular ct iherence. the tivality
of facilities. facult morale. and academic standards no longer
measure up to our expectations- ( p. 81.We echo the report's
central critique of our institutions' -temptation toward gener
ating the maximum number of student credit hours without
regard to the qualit of learning- ( p. 121. A major conclusion
Was that ft)r learning to he of any quality, students must
heo MX' aclikely engaged in the pt.( icess. Am( nig the report's
many specific Ivo immendatii ins were tmci key reforms
designed to enhance student inv, ilvement.

racidly should mak(' greatcr use of actiiv inwles of hvching
and require aka .litelcitt. hike greater n.:cpansihilitl' fin' their
learning p 2-

and

Frery (1- highcr obi( (tho)? ti, ceate

learning argatell )untl specific ilitcllec

(nal theilw" taNh..\( P 33

lirrmirg ;lib, orrrIlit,i

The first
initiative is
best reflected
in the 'Waive
learning"
approach awl
suggests a set
ofpedagogical
activities that
maximize
student
involvement



Rather than offer yet another set of reconmiendations, it better
suits the purpose of this review to revisit these two established
approaches for reform of higher education. The first initiativ
is best reflected in the "active learning- appomch and suggests
a set ofpechigogicalactivities that nitiximize studerit involve-
ment in learning with other students. The other is the "learn
ing community- model and affects the structure of thr cur-
riculum and the organization of delivery systems. Both of
these reforms have a history and have been klentified since
at least the early 1980s as complementary tools with which
to renew higher education. We believe they offer the greatest
promise for building an environment that will nurture respon-
sible student behavior. Taken togethcr. they also demand a
reconceptualization of the purpose of higher education and
a rethinking of our role in the lives of our learners.

The N1E report argues that an (iverreliance on lecture
approaches to teaching and learning is one of the most still
tifving barriers to faculty renewal and student academic
achievement. Student learning is tied to the relative engage
ment that learners experience with the content, and active
learning means active students. nc)t passive note-takers. Stu
dent involvement is strcmgly affected by teaching methods.
Classroom activities that require active discussion. topical
assignments. problem sr!-..ing, in class presentations. and stu
dent participaticm in decisions about content and activities
all pronune a sense of respnisible involvement. Approaches
such as peer tutoring push students to sharpen their compe
tence and to vie\N themselves as responsible. Building con..
nections between course content and students' lives is essen
tial. and integrating out of class. -real world- elements into
the curriculum can help to bring the two into closer harmony.

Bonwell and Nis( m I I 99 I I provide some helpful charac
teristics of active learning:

1. students are invol\ ed in more than listening.
2 Less emphasis is placed on transmitting information and

more on developing studel Rs' skills.
3. students are involved in higher order thinking I analysis,

synthesis, evaluation )
t Students arc engaged in activities such as reading. discuss

ing, and writing).
Great('r emphasis is placed on students' explc )ration of
their own attitudes and values ( p. 2 1.



Even very traditional activities'such as note-taking can engage
learners if teachers make an effort to teach paraphrasing, sum-,
marizing, and questioning techniques. The level of involve-
ment in a discussion can be influenced by the types of ques
tions the?llstructor asks as well as his or her skill at pushing
for higher-order thinking. Certainly the methods of assessment
a teacher chooses and the kinds of tests used can influence
the degree to which students either grapple with the meaning
of the material or simply regurgitate facts.

One approach is cooperative learning, a set of learning
strategies in which students working in pairs or small teams
complete structured activities in a collaborative rather than
competitive manner. To be successful, such efforts must he
carefully structured ,md followed by the instructor to ensure
that all students are actively engaged in the task and are exer
cising appropriate problem-solving skills. These approaches
may be.used within the context of a relatively brief 15- or 20-
minute exercise designed to review pas, material or to set
the stage for the introduction of new material. Alternatively,
this approach might be applied to a complex multiclass task
that could stretch over several weeks. The ASHE-ERIC Higher
Education Report titled Cooperatire Learning Increasing Col-
lege Faculty Instructional Productiiity (Johnson, Johnson, and
Smith 1991) is an excellent guide to teachers interested in
incorporating innovative approaches in their classes.

Active learning also is supported by learning models such
as the Experiential Learning Model developed by David Kolb
,(1984). Acknowledging the diversity in learning preferences
and including opportunities that connect with those differ
ences necessitates interactive processes in addition to author
itative information-sharing. It underscores the desirability of
learners' finding meaning in their experience in light of new
knowledge and helps to connect the curriculum to their lives
out of class. It also offers a theoretical-basis for understanding
the potency of collaborative and interactive classroom strate
gies in contributing to student development. Murrell and Clax
ton (1987) discuss teaching strategies, and Murrell and Davis
(1992) have developed assessment and evaluation guidelines
that are congruent with Kolb's model. Grading in this context
becomes not a sorting pnk.ess, but a learning process. It
serves as a further opportunity for faculty to engage students
in a deepening ccinversation about learning and abin a what
matters in content mastery.

Diming .hing into Learning
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collaht wan\ t learning approaches such as those sugwsted
by Kenneth Bruffee I98-+ I serve as opportunities for students

kurn interactive and interdependent behaviors. behaviors
that create a sense of community and provide a vital link to
resptInsibility. Bruffee's work has drawn many professors to
try instructional metht)ds that are more saident centered. At
the same time. he urges caution. saying. "Organizing collab
wative learning effectively requires doing more than throwing

students together with their peers with little or no guidance
( )1- preparato tn. o do that is merely to perpetuate. perhaps
even aggravate, the many pt)ssible negative efforts of peer.
gn)up influence: conftwmitv. anti intellectualism. intimidation,
and leveling down of quality.

l3ruffee continues. -10 avc)id these pitfalls ... requires us
to create and maintain a demanding academic environment
that makes collaboration sticial engagement in intellectual
pursuits a genuine part of students' educational develop.
ment.- That suggests to us the need to look at the organiza
non ti t air institutions as well.

The creation of learning communities responds to that need
in seeking to build structural opportunities within the college
which support and augment classroom level initiatives. Learn
ing communities are designed to build integratk)n and create
a climate of et thesion. The NIE rept wt notes that these struc
tures are especially important for beginning college students
who may not understand the gt yak or methods of the acad
emv tiince a large number of t cur students are first generation
witlkait role inklels who have attended college. they may
not have a sense of their power ;aid responsibility as learners.
especiall if their prior education experience has been teacher
centered and ;milk way ()dented.

I.c.arning communities help tt ) prt Aide students with a psy
(bolt )gically manageable environment Opportunities to knt)w
the names ur felk av suldent, increase, the probability of fac
tilt\ members kik )wing students names increases. and the
potential t,) know st)mething abt)ta other members of the
cc immunitc is enhanced. They AC wd t ircumstances in which
students' passivity and lack of participation will be visible and
noticeable and thus can be challenged. 'File establishment
( 1 suk h ,111;t1ler units also sends a signal to students that inter
atilt )11 and collaboiation are imp( cant a message that is lost
ii insultait mal practices c ()nye) the oppt tsite.

learning communities mac assume a c-anet of ft on,,, all

S 3



of which represent a real departure from the fragmentation
of the curriculunt that most students experience. At their most
basic, tht.v may siniplv reflect a lirk between two or nuwe
courses in which faculty members teaching each course sit
in on one another's classes, and in their own classes pick up
threads that emerged in the linked classes. Another fin-m
might involve the grouping of several courses around a corn
mon theme. Students take classes in a common cohort and
thus have the opportunity to develop connections across con
tent as well as among each other. Finally, the most dramatic
form of learning community steps away from the typical three-
credit hour course model, presenting a curriculum organized
around an academic year and within the topical area covered
rebuilds ,ourse offerings of varied lengths which reflect a
cross-disciplinary focus. In this case. faculty members that
teach in the sequence have direct responsibility Rw the devel
opment or the curriculum ( MacGrepw et al. 1990

Learning communities also provide ideal opportunities for
collaboration between student affairs or student development
professionals and the faculty. Residential facilities offer the
most obvious venue for this to occur, hut other creative
appniaches such as weekend classes, special kninges for adult
students or ethnic groups. and electronk. bulletin boards also
emerge when c(incerned educators attack the problem of stu
dent apathy. Wien students see these two areas working
together, it pnwides a 111()dei f(ir them to emulate in recon
citing their own out of class lives with theit. courses. It also
helps to keep the I( icus of the disparate parts oldie institution
on a shared purpose and a desired outcome.

Whatever fon)) they take, the mai( w purpose of learning
ccimmunities is to promote relatit mships. -Relatitmships are
labs for learning to cooamunicate. empathize, argue. and
reflect- ( Chickering and Reisser 1993). They enable students
to make the connections between course ctintent and their
lives, to test their perspectives and perceptk ins against those
of other students. They are especially valuable if they repre
sent a diversity of culture and thinking, and they may he the
only connecting tissue between ctimmuting students and the
institution. They help to transf(wm the depersonalized insti
tutk in int() a facilitative envirtalment where students are
secure em nigh to imicess informatii in reflectively and share
those reflections, free to experience a variety iF roles, to make
meaninghil choices, and to experience achieement (Widick,

lierumg lem Jung um, Icarumg -5



Parker. and Knefelkamp 19-8. p. 15).
Collectively, these two recommendations are designed to

reshape the collegiate environment so as to promote and facil-
itate student involvement in and responsibility for learning.
They both affect the climate or ethos of the smallest academic
subunit with which students and faculty find identification.
For many students, especially at large institutions, this aca-
demic unit may he "the university,- and its interpersonal
atmosphere exerts considerable impact on what they do and
feel. Many faculty, as well, draw their greatest sense of com-
munity from their department and through it invest their intel-
lectual and physical energy in teaching and mentoring stu-
dents. Departments where faculty and students hold mutually
understood values and where exchanges are frequent,
friendly, and nonhierarchical likely will promote involvement.
In this way the academic unit serves to reduce the psycho-
logical size of the institution and thus promotes a sense of
integratitm and belonging which makes possible the devel-
opment of individual responsibility.

The establishment of learning communities in whatever
form provides ample opportunity for faculty members to
expk)re alternative pedagogues. Indeed, new learning
appnraches frequently are associated with structural reforms
and may he essential if such reforms are to succeed. Conver-
sely, new pedagogues may need the support of structural
changes if they are to have maximum impact. Collectively,
the two aim to reshape the total institutional ethos so as to
convey the sense that students must be fully engaged in learn-
ing and that the business of higher education is the student.

The foregtiing reon nendations have to do with institu
tit mal and faculty roles. Xe believe that students, too, have
a role in reshaping the academy. Pascarella and Terenzini, writ-
ing in How College Affects Students( 1991), present a eon
pelting generalizatkm based on their synthesis of college
impact studies: "One of the most inescapable and unequiv
ycal e mclusions we can make is that the impact of o)Ilege
is largely determined by the individual's quality of effort and
the level t if iiivolvement in both academic and nonacademic

ti\ ( p. Il) 1.

Itm can we begin to help students to understand their role
as o of learning? \Ve offer four broad areas in which
1/4\ e believe that a diak)gue between students and faculty
.M1)111(1 the issue of student responsibility should occur. First,



students have the responsibility to attempt to understand
themselves and their peers as learners. One of the most fun
damental kinds of diversity is the difference in the way stu-
dents engage with the environment. A well-educated indi
vidual should have an understanding of these differences.
Faculty members need to be able to participate in this dia-
logue and to assist students in developing this understanding.

Second, students have a responsibility to find connections
with smaller groups of individuals. At all but the smallest cam-
puses, it is quite possible for students to become anonymous
shadow figures, especially if they take no steps to overcome
the forces of anonymity. The literature suggests that the anti
dote to isolation is to become actively involved with a
"mediating subunit- on campus. Students need to find clubs.
career organizations, or academic fraternities where conver
sations can occur that extend the discourse of the classroom.
Faculty members need to encourage this activity and attest
to its value.

Third. students have a responsibility to actively participate
in the creation of an ethos that fosters learning. As members
of the campus community, a community of scholars, it is not
enough simply to show up tOr class. The life of a campus
depends on each of the members doing his or her part to pro
mote the ideals of the academy. Attitudes that promote a tone
of disrespect and indifference or that trivialize the efforts of
others to engage in the acts of knowledge creation and crit
icism have no place in college. A student who sits in the back
of the class and sleeps helps to Create a climate that ultimately
tears the fabric of academic life. Teachers and students who
are mutually tolerant and supportive of honest efforts toward
learning contribute to an atmosphere of civility and he vitality
necessary for growth and development.

Finally, students have a responsibility to become actively
involved with peers and faculty in academic and cocurricular
activities. Students need to ask themselves: Am I actively par
ticipating in class, not just taking notes and staring blankly
into space? Am I engaged with the material, niising quest ins
and supporting fellow students in discussion? Do I seek out
faculty members? Do I make friend:. with peers? Do I attempt
to find connections between nty academic work and other
aspects of my life? Faculty members who intniduce these
questions and assist students in realizing the value of involve .

ment and engagement help to promote respimsible student

'flowing li.aching into Learning
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behavior.
Ideally. this conversatkm ahciut learning and respcinsihilitv

should hegin in new-student orientation. Active leaming
strategies as well as learning communities help to provide
a structure in which the dialogue can continue in a nonpun
itive. supportive way. A mutual understanding of the faculty's
Rile and the student's mie serves n) free teachers and
empower learners.

"Ihis hrings to the third recommendation, the reconcep
tualizatkm of our purpose. Chickering ( 1981 ) and Chickering
and Reisser ( 1993 ) argue eloquently that human development
is the logical choice as an (werarching reas(m for our exis
tence. We fully support that position. \\ben students are
hRiught into Full partnership with faculty and staff --especially
if the faculty and staff are resp(msihly and intemionally attend-
ing n) their (wn gr()wth and devek)pment a powerful alli
ance is 1:cif-med. Responsibility for learning feeds into a sense
of conipetence and autonomy that is essential for functioning
in a complex societ. It also contrihutes to self esteem and
self confidence that increase as learners expehence accurate
pictures of themselves and their capabilities.

Alexander Astin offered such a vision of an instituti(m that
is committed fully to student involvement as a means to stu
dent personal and intellectual gn Avth ( 198';). The character
istics of such an institution would include the following:

The entire academic community faculty members.
administrators. stall memhers, and students would he
united in working niward a common goal.
'leaching and advising woukl be accorded a much higher
priority.
.1*he hest students w(mld he encouraged to help in teach
ing the sit ,wer students.
No more faculty sta,.s would I.: lured with the promise
mu iF no teach mug k >ads.
Administrators wi mld be hired not so much to manage
as to be educatiolial leaders.
Nudents would he exposed to an envir( inment where
the \ alues ol educatn in and of %,erving others took pre
cedence over the ulimes ( )1 acquiring resources and
impn wing status ( p 22()).

II \\eLan agree that the alum\ e institutional picture is worth
pursuing. then tin ise ( w k ate about the academy must



examine our own commitment to this vision. Faculty who
model responsible behavior in their scholarship. their teach-
ing, and their relationships with colleagues and their students
do a great deal to promote the same behavior in their
students

The vision should be reflected unambiguously in the insti-
tutional culture, and the ethos of the campus must he one
in which students feel they are members of a larger commu
nity. As student culture serves as a filter for those entering
college, care must he taken to ensure that students who are
inadequately prepared to invest themselves in their college
studies are provided with realistic information concerning
the nature of college life and what is expected to attain satis-
factcfry academic and develttpmental gains. Small scale human
environments must he built in which students and faculty col
lectively can engage in the process of teaching and learning.

Conclusion
We conclude this report with a call for a new relationship
between our institutions of higher learning and our students.
Diving the last 2S years, our colleges have abandoned the
doctrine of "in loco parentis" under which our colleges exer
cised parental care of students. In its place we have seen the
rise of nothing short of apparent institutit mat indifference
toward student behavior. The faculty retreat front undergrad
uate teaching for the rewards of research and the power of
policy analysis is matched hy students who appear to prefer
a system that offers services for sale rather than a role in the
learning 1)RX:esti.

Our call for a new relationship is rooted in the concept of
responsihility. We believe that a genuinely shared puipose
among all members of the higher education community can
he created on the basis of the recoupling of rights with
responsibilities around issues of teaching and learning. The
work of Robert Pace is a good point at which to begin think
ing ahout the renewal of our intellectual community. As Pace
reminds us, all learning is the mutual respmsibility of stu
dents. faculty. and administmu

7.111'111?1.1.! Will 1,14 1111u / 011'11111g
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Appendix 1

Defining the Dimensions of Student Responsibility:
The 14 Quality of Effort Scales in the CSEQ

Classroom (course learning scale) ( 10 activities)
From: relatively simple cognitive activitiessuch as taking
notes, underlining, etc.
To: higher level cognitive activitiessuch as efforts to explain
and organize

Library ( 10 activities)
From: routine, moderately exploratory usesuch as using
the card catalog
To: increased amount of independent exploration and focused
activityas in browsing in the stacks, developing a
bibliography

Facilities related to the arts (art, music, theater scale) (12
activities)
From: attending and discussing
To: efforts toward greater understanding (seeking the views
of experts and critics) and personal involvement

Facilities related to science/technology
(principles, procedures, and computers) ( 12 activities )
From: mcsmorizing, watching, reading
To: efforts to explain, experiment, and devekT skills

Student Union ( 10 activities)
From: casual and informal usehad snacks, met friends, etc.
To: programmatic useattended events, held meetings, etc.

Athletic and recreation ( 10 activities)
From: generally informal use exercise, games
To: greater efforts toward improvement and skilled
performance

Dormitory or fraternity/sorority ( I () activities)

From: general socializing
To: more personal exchange, helping, sharing. studying
together, working on projects

Diming 7i,aclung into Learning 81
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Experiences with faculty ( 10 activities)
From: routine and casual
To more serious contactssuch as discussing careers, inviting
criticisms, seeking counsel

Clubs and organizations ( 10 activities)
From: awareness of events and organizath )ns
To: attending events, discussing programs. working in
organizations

Experiences in writing ( 10 activities)
From: general concern with wo-ds, grammar, revisions
'To: seeking criticism from others, greater concern with clarity
and style

Personal experiences ( 10 act iyit ies
From: general curiosity about understanding one's own
behavior, and otherstalked with friends. etc.

more focused and expertly informed sources of self
understandingas in reading, taking a test. talking with a
counselor

Student acquaintances ( 10 activities)
From: making friends with different kinds of peoplebreadth
To: serious conversations with people who differ from you--
depth

Topics of conversation ( 12 itetns )
From: personal and interpersonal topics of immediate expe-
rience- lobs, movies, social events
lb: intellectual and cultural topics concerning values and
soda' 1:sue5

Information in conversations ( 6 activities
From: conversations in which infcirmation almut the topic
is relatively casual and infrequently introduced
To: conversations that typically have expertise. knowledge,
and persuasiveness brought to bear on the topic.
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